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Faults, Errors, and Failures
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Physical failure mechanism: The
physics behind faults

Fault: Deviation in logic behavior

Fault Model: Type of fault, probabil-
ity, duration, etc.

Error: Deviation in information flow

Masked Errors are errors that do not
become visible
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Triple Modular Redundancy TMR
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Fault Classes
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Transient faults Random appearance
and disappearance

Intermittent faults appear only under
certain conditions

■ Occur repeatedly at the
same location

■ Tend to occur in bursts

■ Replacement of the faulty
component removes the
fault

Permanent faults occur always but
may be masked

information redundancy,
temporal redundancy,
spatial redundancy

information redundancy,
temporal redundancy,
spatial redundancy

information redundancy,
spatial redundancy



When and How to Deal with Faults
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Diagnosis Counter measure

Offline External test vectors Stop - reconfigura-
tion - restart

Online disruptive Built-in self test -
BIST

Reconfiguration dur-
ing operation

Online during op-
eration

Continuous monitor-
ing

Continuous error
handling
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■ Radiation: Neutrons and Alpha particles

■ Electromagnetic interference

■ Electrostatic discharge

■ Aging

Influencing Factors

■ Process variability

■ Temperature variability



Radiation
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■ Neutrons due to cosmic
rays

■ Alpha particles due to im-
purities in substrate and
packaging materials



Alpha Particle Hits DRAM Cell
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’1’’0’

5Mev alpha particle

’0’ ’1’



Alpha Particle Hits DRAM Cell
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’1’’0’

’0’ ’1’ −> ’0’

From (May and Woods, 1978).



Soft Error Rate
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Personal communication from Shakar Borkar, Jose Maiz, Intel, April 2012.



Contributions to Chip Level SER
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From (Mitra et al., 2005).



Electromagnetic Interference
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Longer and thinner wires increase the cross coupling,
leading to conservative design rules.
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Aging
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■ Electromigration

■ Hot Carrier Injection

■ Negative Biased Temper-
ature Inversion

■ Oxide Breakdown
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Process Variability
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Variability of

■ Material impurities

■ Doping concentrations

■ Geometry

Leads to

■ Variation of critical
charges

■ Different pace of damage
built-up

■ Variations of fault
probabilities across the
chip



Temperature Variation
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■ All aging processes are temperature dependent

■ Different chip parts exhibit higher activity levels ⇒ higher temperature

■ Fault occurrence probabilities develop at different rates
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Lifetime of an inverter chain decreases by 2.2x for every
10◦C increase in operating temperature due to NBTI
(Zhang and Jiang, 2008).
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Physical cause E
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Radiation
Neutrons No Transient logic Yes

α-particles No Transient logic Yes

Electro-
magnetic
interference

cross coupling of parallel wires No Intermittent delay No

self coupling, Skin effect leading
to higher resistance

No Intermittent delay No

Aging

Electromigration Yes
intermittent → perma-
nent delay and logic
fault

No

Bias Temperature Instability
(BTI)

Yes
intermittent → perma-
nent delay fault

No

Hot carrier injection Yes
intermittent → perma-
nent delay faults

No

Oxide breakdown/Time De-
pendent Dielectric Breakdown
(TDDB)

Yes
intermittent → perma-
nent logic fault

No

Power
density
variation
and heat
flux

leakage power variation due to
temperature differences

Yes
Intermittent → perma-
nent delay and logic
faults

Yes

performance variation due to
temperature differences;

Yes
intermittent delay fail-
ures

Yes

variations in wear-out effects due
to temperature differences

Yes
intermittent and perma-
nent, delays, opens and
shorts

Maybe
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Data Link Layer
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■ Fault models

■ Error detection

■ Temporal redundancy techniques

■ Information redundancy techniques

■ Spatial redundancy techniques

■ Summary



Data Link Fault Models - Switch Logic
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■ Permanent faults: Stuck-at faults, Shorts

■ Transient faults: Single Event Upset, Voltage
glitches with exponentially distributed duration

From (Gadlage et al., 2010).



Data Link Fault Models - Link SET
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Transient disturbances are modeled as voltage noise and
error probabilities are deduced.

ǫ =

∫

∞

Vswing
2σN

1
√

2π
e(−y2/2)dy.

ǫ ... link error probability
Vswing ... Voltage swing
σ2

N ... Variance of the voltage noise

(Lehtonen et al., 2007; Fu and Ampadu, 2009;

Hegde and Shanbhag, 2000)



Data Link Fault Models - Link Crosstalk
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Maximum Aggressor Fault Model (MAF)
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Built-in Diagnosis
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Test Response AnalyzerTest Data Generator

(Cota et al., 2008; Grecu et al., 2006)



Information Redundancy
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D
ecoder

State

Convolutional Codes based on signal history

S
ender

R
eceiver

E
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State

1..k

1..k

1..n

S
ender

Block Codes based on fixed sized word

R
eceiver

D
ecoder

E
ncoder

k bit of information
n bit code word
r = n − k bits of redundancy
(n, k)-block code

Linear block codes:
y1 = encode(x1)
y2 = encode(x2)
y1 + y2 = encode(x1 + x2)



(7,4)-Hamming Code
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data codeword

0000 0000000
1000 1000110
0100 0100101
1100 1100011
0010 0010011
1010 1010101
0110 0110110
1110 1110000

data codeword

0001 0001111
1001 1001001
0101 0101010
1101 1101100
0011 0011100
1011 1011010
0111 0111001
1111 1111111

6 3 2 0

information parity

bit2 = bit6 + bit5 +bit3
bit1 = bit6 + bit4 +bit3
bit0 = bit5 + bit4 +bit3



Hamming Codes
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v = u × G

s = v′ × HT

= (v + e) × HT

= v × HT + e × HT

= e × HT

G × HT = 0

u ... information word
v ... code word
s ... syndrome
e ... error vector
H ... parity check matrix (n − k) × n

G ... generator matrix k × n

...u
...v

...

...v’

...

D
ecoder

...s

fault

...
...

...

G

H

E
ncoder



(7,4) Hamming Code Example
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data codeword

0000 0000000
1000 1000110
0100 0100101
1100 1100011
0010 0010011
1010 1010101
0110 0110110
1110 1110000

6 3 2 0

information parity

bit2 = bit6 + bit5 +bit3
bit1 = bit6 + bit4 +bit3
bit0 = bit5 + bit4 +bit3

G =









1 0 0 0 1 1 0
0 1 0 0 1 0 1
0 0 1 0 0 1 1
0 0 0 1 1 1 1









H =





1 1 0 1 1 0 0
1 0 1 1 0 1 0
0 1 1 1 0 0 1





v = u × G

=
(

1 0 0 0
)

×









1 0 0 0 1 1 0
0 1 0 0 1 0 1
0 0 1 0 0 1 1
0 0 0 1 1 1 1









=
(

1 0 0 0 1 1 0
)

s = v′ × HT

=
(

1 0 0 1 1 1 0
)

×





















1 1 0
1 0 1
0 1 1
1 1 1
1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 1





















=
(

1 + 1 + 1 1 + 1 + 1 1
)

=
(

1 1 1
)



Hamming Codes with dmin = 3 and dmin = 4
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Hamming code with dmin = 3:
For every positive integer r ≥ 3 there exists a Hamming
code with

n = 2r
− 1 k = 2r

− 1 − r

with a minimum distance dmin = 3 and can be used as
SEC or as DED code. When used as DED code many
multiple bit errors are detected also.

Hamming code with dmin = 4:
By adding one more parity bit, a Hamming code can
be constructed to work as SEC and DED at the same
time.



Block Partitioning and Interleaving
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■ Smaller and faster encoders and decoders

■ Need more protection wires

■ Interleaving mitigates burst faults



Codes and Decoder Logic Depth
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parity bits logic depth
data bits Hamming-SEC SEC-DED of SEC-DED decoder

Hamming-DED (Hamming/Hsiao) Hsiao Hamming

4 3 4 6 7
5 4 5 7 9
6 4 5 8 9
7 4 5 8 9
8 4 5 8 9
9 4 5 8 9
10 4 5 8 9
11 4 5 8 9
12 5 6 8 10
13 5 6 8 10
14 5 6 8 10
15 5 6 9 10
16 5 6 9 10
17 5 6 9 10
18 5 6 9 10
19 5 6 9 10
20 5 6 9 10



Protection Trade-off and Service Classes
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Header Protection
Max Crit.

Code Wires interl. path Perr,UC Perr,UD

no protection 16 - 0 5.33 · 10−8 5.33 · 10−8

1 × (22, 16) SEC-DED 22 5 9 1.47 · 10−11 2.37 · 10−18

2 × (13, 8) SEC-DED 26 9 8 1.21 · 10−15 4.63 · 10−23

4 × (8, 4) SEC-DED 32 16 6 4.33 · 10−16 1.32 · 10−23

Payload Protection
Band-

Mode Code width Perr,UC Perr,UD

maximum bandwidth none 102 3.36 · 10−7 3.36 · 10−7

guaranteed integrity 4×(25, 20) DED 64 9.82 · 10−8 1.59 · 10−17

minimum latency 4× (25, 20) SEC 64 8.64 · 10−11 8.64 · 10−11

high reliability 3 × (34, 27) 65 5.88 · 10−10 3.20 · 10−12

SEC-DED

(Zimmer and Jantsch, 2003, 2004)



Temporal Redundancy
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Combinational

Circuit
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CLK
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(Ravindran, 2009)



Data Link - Razor FlipFlops
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Sender Receiver
Pipelined

buffer

Pipelined

buffer

Main

Flip_Flop

Shadow

Latch

CLK

CLK_DELAYED

Comparator
ERROR

RAZOR FF

(Ernst et al., 2003; Tamhankar et al., 2005)



Hop2Hop Retransmission
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Sender Network

Interface

Encoder

Packet buffer

Receiver

Network

Interface

Credit signal

Data

ACK/NACK

Core Core

Switch A

Decoder

Retrans.

Control

Trans. buffer

Retrans. buffer
Mux

Switch B

Decoder

Retrans.

Control

Trans. buffer

Retrans. buffer
Mux

TMR

(Murali et al., 2005)



Split Link Transmission
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■ 64 data bit
■ protected by 4 × (21, 16) Hamming code
■ In error mode the data is transmitted in two cycles over the correct parts

of the link

(Lehtonen et al., 2007)



Spare Wires
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■ 64 data bit

■ protected by 4 × (21, 16) Hamming code.

■ 4 spare wires are available, one for each 32 bit block.

■ In error mode the link is reconfigured and the spare wires used.

(Lehtonen et al., 2007)



Retransmission with Rotation
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4 Phases:

1. Fault occurrence

2. Error detection

3. Fault vector generation

4. Mask vector generation, retransmission and flit-reassembly

(Vitkovskiy et al., 2010)



Data Link vs. End-to-End Protection
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■ Link layer payload protection: 4 × (25, 20) SEC-DED Hsiao block code; 125 bit
in total;

■ End-to-end payload protection: 1 × (94, 80) SEC-DED Hsiao block code; 119
bit in total;

■ Power comparison considers wires, encoders, decoders, and is normalized to the
same performance;

(Vitkovski et al., 2008)



Data Link Summary
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■ Fault models:

◆ Stuck-at

◆ Maximal Aggressor Fault Model (MAF)

◆ Voltage noise

■ Fault detection:

◆ Off-line based on BIST

◆ on-line based on coding

◆ temporal and spatial redundancy (e.g.
TMR)

■ Correction:

◆ Codes

◆ Retransmission

◆ Reconfiguration of spares
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NoC Layers 

2 3.0  Overview 
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cf. ISO/IEC 7498-1:1994 (OSI seven layer model) 



Path Redundancy 
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Path redundancy can be 
exploited in different ways: 
•  “on demand“ 

èspatial redundancy 
•  “by packet replication“ 

èinformation redundancy 

No temporal redundancy 
3 3.0  Overview 



Outline 

4 3.0  Overview 

3.1  Fault models and fault diagnosis 
 
3.2  Information redundancy techniques 
 
3.3  Strictly local adaptation 
 
3.4  Fault regions 
 
3.5  Fault lookahead 
 
3.6  Global topology exploration 
 
3.7  Offline routing adaptation 
 

Spatial redundancy 
techniques further 
subdivided according to 
the extent of fault 
information available to 
a single switch 



Classic Network Layer Fault Models 

5 3.1  Fault models and fault diagnosis 
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Impact of Link and Switch Faults 

6 3.1  Fault models and fault diagnosis 
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NoC Specific Fault Models 

7 3.1  Fault models and fault diagnosis 

Port stuck-at faults model the failure of 
individual switch ports (instead of the switch as 
a whole).  
 
[ALAGHI, A., KARIMI, N., SEDGHI, M., AND NAVABI, 
Z. 2007. Online NoC switch fault detection and 
diagnosis using a high level fault model. 22nd IEEE 
Int’l Symp. on Defect and Fault-Tolerance in VLSI 
Systems (DFT). 21–29.] 

Crossbar faults model the failure of individual 
connections from input ports to output ports. 
Switch status is captured with a fault matrix. 
 
[KOHLER, A. AND RADETZKI, M. 2009. Fault-
tolerant architecture and deflection routing for 
degradable NoC switches. 3rd ACM/IEEE International 
Symposium on Networks-on-Chips (NOCS). 22–31.] 
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Fault diagnosis 

8 3.1  Fault models and fault diagnosis 

Error detection identifies erroneous information. 
 
Fault diagnosis determines the cause of  
errors, including fault localization  
and possibly fault classification  
(transient? intermittent? permanent?) 
 
Fault diagnosis can be classified as online 
concurrent, online preemptive (e.g. BISD)  
and offline (e.g. by analyzing production 
test responses). 

Structural offline diagnosis techniques 
have been applied to NoC switches to 
diagnose port stuck-at faults. 
 
[DALIRSANI, A., HOLST, S., ELM, M., AND 
WUNDERLICH, H. 2011. Structural test for 
graceful degradation of NoC switches. 
European Test Symposium (ETS). 183–188.] 

explained by a single fault f . Let us assume, the functional
mapping described in the next chapter (step 2) has identified,
which switch functions are affected by f . The affected func-
tions and ports are looked up and the according reconfiguration
is initiated (step 3).

Figure 2 presents an example of using a semi-faulty switch
in the NoC. In this 2D mesh, production test, subsequent
diagnosis and functional mapping have evaluated that defects
affect the southern output port of switch (1, 0) and the northern
input port of switch (1, 1). Both are deactivated. If core A
sends a packet to B, the data will be rerouted via switches
(2, 0), (2, 1) or (0, 0), (0, 1) alternatively using an appropriate
fault tolerant routing as described in [13], e.g.

Fig. 2. 2D grid topology

The following chapters explain, how to determine, which
functions and ports are affected by a fault f .

IV. MAPPING STRUCTURAL FAULTS TO SWITCH
FUNCTIONALITY

This section describes the mapping between structural faults
and switch functions, which is done once during the NoC
development. The result is stored into a dictionary and looked
up after completion of the first step and prior to the third step
of our diagnosis approach.

While the diagnostic procedure described above delivers
both fault sites and fault conditions, the reconfiguration has to
be based on worst-case conditions and assumes unconditional
line flip faults. This way, the remaining functionality will not
rely on the behavior of the fault, which may change over time.
The mapping of every fault f to the set of switch functions,
which it may influence, is determined in two steps. The first
is a topological preprocessing and the second is functional
reasoning. A switch can be represented in a combinational
model. Figure 3 provides an example for such a representation.
The depicted switch has five ports P = {N,S,W,E,C} and
additional inputs and outputs from and to its own control logic.
Besides, the control input assignments for forcing the switch
into any of its functions x ! y are known.

A. Topological Preprocessing
A fault f can disturb the signals within the combinational

circuit in arbitrary ways. Let v be the signal associated with f .
If there is no topological path from the victim signal v neither
to the output port o ! P nor to the router states, the fault f
does not affect the functions x!o (x ! P ). Only the remaining
functions for every o! "= o have to be analyzed.
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fInput cone

Output cone

Router state 
pseudo primary input/ouputs

Fig. 3. Combinational logic of the switch with a fault f .

This simple observation already provides a good approxi-
mation of unaffected functions for all faults close to the output
ports of the switch. However, most signals near the input
ports have structural paths to many outputs and the router
state. Hence, the topological preprocessing is pessimistic and a
complementary analysis technique is needed to obtain a better
approximation for unaffected functions.

B. Functional Reasoning
Functional reasoning determines exactly the switch func-

tions that are affected by a fault, and the according ports that
have to be disabled. This is achieved by means of constrained
ATPG. The fault f is injected and the control inputs are set
(constrained) to enable a certain switch function under which
the switch needs to be checked. Those output ports which are
not of interest for the current check are masked out by ATPG
constraints as well (in every check, only one switch output port
remains unmasked). Then, ATPG is performed, and if ATPG
is able to generate a test pattern activating and propagating the
fault under the given constraints, this proves that the fault f in
combination with the recent function may affect the unmasked
output port. Depending on the function and the output port, it is
either sufficient to disable a certain function or the output port
has to be disabled. The distinction between these two cases
is done by categorizing the checks into two classes (output
port conditions and function conditions). In consequence, the
complete analysis for every fault f may have the following
implications for reconfiguration:

1) Switch condition.
The switch is disabled completely in case of:

a) Logic diagnosis cannot explain the faulty behavior
by pointing to a single fault site.

b) ATPG is able to propagate the error signal to the
router states.
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main diagonal of the routing turns we can accurately 
point out the location of the faulty horizontal link. 
There are two possible outcomes. First, if the test fails 
until the diagonal shifts to a turning column position k 
then the fault is located at EoWk-1,j, otherwise, if 
configuration b passes then the fault is locatd at the last 
last column position, i.e. EoWn,j. 

 

Figure 5. Diagnostic tree for num network 
 
 Let us now consider the case when configuration a 
passes. If then configuration bXY  fails then we can 
easily locate the exact position of the XY turn fault, 
whose representative is EoNi,j. This is because 
configuration b consists of XY turns and 
horizontal/vertical links but the latter class has been 
excluded from consideration by passed configuration a. 
If configuration bXY passes then as a next step we 
diagnose faults in YX turns, which is handled similarly 
to XY turns. 
Resource input links and output links are diagnosed by 
two separate configurations. Furthermore, four 
different directions per configuration must be handled 
because of the four input/output directions respectively. 
Nevertheless, this guarantees exact location of the 
respective link faults based on exactly similar 
properties as in testing the XY turns. In other words, 
the resource connections consist of horizontal/vertical 
links and resource i/o links. The first class is assumed 
to be fault-free at this point. By moving the row 
(column) with resource connections we are able to 
pinpoint the failing switch and link. 

4. Experimental results 
 

The diagnosis algorithm showed how the proposed 
test configurations unambigously locate the faulty links 
in the network. In order to evaluate the structural fault 
covering properties of the approach developed in this 
paper a generic synthesizable VHDL description of a 
deflecting switch was created. In this description it is 
possible to select the width of the busses connecting the 
switches k and the type of the switch. For bus width 
k=128 was selected relying on the example of [13]. 
The following implementation options could be 
selected: bouncing and non-bouncing switches, and-or 
and one-hot multiplexers and buffering of input data to 
registers. Total eight types of switches were 
synthesized. 

For carrying out test experiments, a parametrizable 
VHDL testbench was created. The fault coverage was 
measured by a fault simulator belonging to the Turbo 
Tester system. Table 1 presents the analysis of stuck-at 
fault coverages measured in different types of switches 
and various crossbar implementations. Column 1 lists 
the switch type, which can be bouncing (“feedback”) or 
non-bouncing (“no fb.”). The alternative muxes used in 
the crossbar include binary encoded (“binary”) and 
one-hot encoded (“1-hot”) types. For the latter, two 
versions were synthesized: “structural” and 
“behavioral”.  “Structural” was described as a two level 
logic gate implementation, while “behavioral” was 
synthesized from the “case” statement adding a small 
decoder to the logic.  

 
Table 1. Results on different crossbar implementations 

Crossbar 
implementation Faults Tested 

Fault 
coverage 

binary, no feedback 11640 11640 100.00 
binary, feedback 14240 14106 99.06 
1-hot, no fb. behav. 11790 11685 99.15 
1-hot, fb. behavior. 14460 14106 98.21 
1-hot, no fb, struct. 11560 11560 100.00 
1-hot, fb. structural 14130 12205 86.37 

  
 As it can be seen, the diagnosis approach allows 100 
% stuck-at fault coverage for non-bouncing switches, 
whose crossbar has been implemented with binary 
encoded muxes. For one-hot encoded implementation 
the logic level solution guarantees full coverage. 
Although, the proposed configurations did not 
explicitly target the feedback links of the bouncing 
switches we did measure the coverage for them. As a 
result, 99.06 % coverage was achieved for binary 
encoding and 98.21 % coverage for one-hot 
(behavioral) implementation of feedback switches. 

Diagnosis with Boundary Test Access 

9 3.1  Fault models and fault diagnosis 

A technique to diagnose link faults and 
crossbar faults with directed test packets. 
Each test packet either passes (arrives at 
destination without changes) or fails. A 
diagnostic tree locates the actual fault from 
the pass/fail information (centralized). 
 
[RAIK, J., UBAR, R., AND GOVIND, V. 2007. Test 
configurations for diagnosing faulty links in NoC 
switches. 12th IEEE European Test Symposium 
(ETS). 29–34.] 

(a) (b) (c)

R R R R

(a) (b) (c)



Online Fault Diagnosis 

10 3.1  Fault models and fault diagnosis 

Concurrent online diagnosis is performed with regular data packets. To identify 
packet corruption, EDC code checking is required (in each switch). 

Parity check to detect and 
locate link and switch 
faults. 
 
[GRECU, C., IVANOV, A., 
SALEH, R., SOGOMONYAN, 
E., AND PANDE, P. P. 2006. 
On-line fault detection and 
location for noc 
interconnects. 12th IEEE Int’l 
On-Line Testing Symp. 
(IOLTS’06). 6pp.] 
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Online Fault Diagnosis (2) 

11 3.1  Fault models and fault diagnosis 

Packet CRC checks and error 
counters allow to detect and 
classify functional crossbar 
faults. Additional preemptive 
pattern-based testing before 
permanent disabling of a 
connection 
 

[KOHLER, A., SCHLEY, G., AND 
RADETZKI, M. 2010. Fault tolerant 
network on chip switching with 
graceful performance degradation. 
IEEE TCAD 20, 6, 883–896.] 
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Information Redundancy Techniques 

12 3.2  Information redundancy techniques  

Multiple copies of each packet are sent out to increase the likelihood of at 
least one packet arriving at its destination intact. 
Copies must take disjoint paths, otherwise single point of failure. 
 
Significant overhead, 2x or worse (1 copy is the least…). 
Ensuring disjoint paths without deadlock can be difficult. 
Packets that do not arrive have to be discarded eventually (TTL, EDC). 
 
Other terms: probabilistic routing, stochastic communication. 
 
[BOGDAN, P., DUMITRAS, T., AND MARCULESCU, R. 2007. Stochastic communication: 
A new paradigm for fault-tolerant networks-on-chip. VLSI Design 2007, 17pp.] 
 
 



Flooding and Gossip Flooding 

13 3.2  Information redundancy techniques  

Flooding, in its extreme form, lets switches replicate each incoming packet to 
each of the k output ports.  
In d routing steps, kd copies are produced. Large loss in effective packet 
throughput or cost of overdesigned NoC traded off against fault tolerance. 
Flooding with test packets may also be used as a basis for fault diagnosis. 

Gossip flooding replicates packets 
with a given probability, p < 1, only 
(instead of always). 
 
[DUMITRAS, T. AND MARCULESCU, 
R. 2003. On-chip stochastic 
communication [SoC applications]. 
Design, Automation and Test in Europe 
(DATE’03). 790–795.] 
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Directed Flooding 

14 3.2  Information redundancy techniques  

Directed flooding distinguishes between productive outputs (which bring the 
packet closer to its destination), and non-productive ones. 
Productive outputs are favored with a packet replication probability, p+, that is 
higher than the probability for non-productive outputs, p–. 
 

[PIRRETTI, M., LINK, G. M., BROOKS, R. R.,  VIJAYKRISHNAN, N., KANDEMIR, M. T., AND  
IRWIN, M. J. 2004. Fault tolerant algorithms for 
network-on-chip interconnect. Int’l Symp. on VLSI  
(ISVLSI ’04). 46–51.] 
 
 
 
The extreme case, p+ = 1 and p– = 0, 
keeps a wavefront of packets 
traveling in a rectangular region 
between the sender and the receiver. 
 

Copies in O(d) if switches eliminate 
received identical copies. 
 

However, no fault tolerance if sender 
(S) and destination (D) share the 
same x or y coordinate. 
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Random Walk 

15 3.2  Information redundancy techniques  

Random walk replicates packets at the sender only. Thus, the number of 
packet copies is constant, independent from the distance to the destination. 
 

[PIRRETTI, M., LINK, G. M., BROOKS, R. R., VIJAYKRISHNAN, N., KANDEMIR, M. T., 
AND IRWIN, M. J. 2004. Fault tolerant algorithms for network-on-chip interconnect. Int’l 
Symp. on VLSI (ISVLSI ’04). 46–51.] 
 
The minimal overhead of 2x can be 
achieved. However, path diversity  
(while ensuring deadlock-freeness) 
is essential.  
 
This can be achieved with two 
virtual channels that employ 
disjoint routing schemes. 
 

[PATOOGHY, A. AND MIREMADI, S. G. 2008. 
 LTR: A low-overhead and reliable routing 
 algorithm for network on chips. Int’l SoC  
 Design Conference (ISOCC ’08). Vol. 01.] 
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Strictly Local Adaptation 

16 3.3  Strictly local adaptation  

Strictly local techniques add resources (=> spatial redundancy) to enable 
switches to tolerate faults of their own (or of their incident links). 
A switch requires knowledge of its own fault status (and of incident links) only. 
Thus, no fault information has to be distributed (transmitted). 
However, switches cannot route proactively to avoid remote faults. 
 

Vicis: internal resource sharing (FIFO buffers), port swapping, escape bus. 
If a fault cannot be contained in a switch, a higher-level rerouting takes over. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
[FICK, D., DEORIO, A., HU, J., BERTACCO, V., BLAAUW, D., AND SYLVESTER, D. 
2009. Vicis: a reliable network for unreliable silicon. 46th Design Automation Conference 
(DAC ’09). 812–817.] 

Figure 1: Architecture of the Vicis router. Enhancements include
a port swapper, ECC, crossbar bypass bus, BIST, and distributed
algorithm engine.

2. RELATED WORK
Reliable network design was first introduced by Dally et al.with

a reliable packet-switching network, focusing on protecting against
faulty board traces due to physical and thermal stress [8]. This
network used link-level monitoring and retransmission to allow for
the loss of a single link or router anywhere in the network, without
interruption of service.
Constantinides et al. demonstrated the BulletProof router, which

efficiently used NMR techniques for router level reliability [7].
However, NMR approaches are expensive, as they require at least
N times the silicon area to implement. Additionally, network level
reliability needs to be considered since some logic is impossible
or expensive to duplicate (e.g., clock tree) or spares may run out,
resulting in the loss of a router, and subsequently the network.
Pan et al. explored another strategy that exploits redundant com-

ponents [16]. Instead of using NMR, inputs are sent through two
copies of the same component and the outputs are then compared.
If they do not match, then an error is detected and can be repaired.
In addition, they included on-line testing and a built-in-self-test
(BIST) for correction.
A recent architecture was proposed by Park et al. that focused

on protecting the intra-router connections against soft errors [17].
They explored a hop-by-hop, flit retransmission scheme in case of a
soft error with a three-cycle latency overhead. Though each compo-
nent has localized protection, there is no guarantee that the network
will be operational if certain hard faults occur. Researchers have
also explored efficient bus encoding schemes to protect against
transient errors [3, 24].
Routing algorithms for fault-tolerant networks have been exten-

sively explored for network level reconfiguration [9–11, 13, 18, 19,
22,23]. These algorithms direct traffic around failed network com-
ponents in a way that avoids network deadlock. Although Vicis
must also accomplish this, it additionally diagnoses the location of
hard faults and reconfigures around them using other methods as
well. Vicis adopts an implementation of the routing algorithm de-
scribed in [9] for part of its network level reconfiguration.

3. THE VICIS NETWORK
Vicis is able to maintain and prolong its useful lifetime by accu-

rately locating faults, reconfiguring around them at the router level,
and then reconfiguring at the network level. The following section
is split into three parts, giving a top down view of Vicis. The first
section discusses how Vicis reconfigures around failed routers and

Figure 2: An example of port swapping. On the left side a failed
input port and a failed output port are part of two different links.
By swapping the failed input port to the link connected to the failed
output port, Vicis increases the number of functional links from two
to three.

links at the network level. The second section looks at how Vicis
uses ECC and a crossbar bypass bus to tolerate faults internally.
The last section discusses the built-in-self-test and how it is able to
accurately diagnose faults within the router with 100% coverage.

3.1 Network Level Reconfiguration
Network level reconfiguration addresses network visible prob-

lems by running distributed algorithms to optimize connectivity
and redirect traffic. The input port swapping algorithm runs first
in order to increase the number of available links in the network.
The network routing algorithm then rewrites the static routing table
(shown in Figure 1) to detour traffic around failed network links
and routers. These algorithms use fault information provided by
the router level reconfiguration discussed in Section 3.2.

3.1.1 Input Port Swapping
The routing algorithm needs fully functional bidirectional links

in order to safely route through the network. Each link is comprised
of two input ports and two output ports, all four of which must
be functional to establish a link. If one of these four ports fail,
then there are still three functional ports that might be used in other
places (three spares).
As shown in Figure 1, the input ports are comprised of a FIFO

and a decode unit which are identical for each lane of traffic. Vi-
cis includes a port swapper to the input of the FIFOs in order to
change which physical links are connected to each input port. A
port swapper is not included for the output ports due to their rela-
tively small area. The area of the input ports, however, is majority
of the total area of the router and will therefore attract the most
faults, so adding an input port swapper gives Vicis great ability to
move faults around the router. Since the outputs of the input ports
are connected to a crossbar, they do not need a second swapper.
Figure 2, shows an example of the input port swapper in use.

On the left side there is a failed input port and a failed output port.
Since these two failed ports are on different links, both links fail
and become unusable by the network routing algorithm. One of
the failed ports is a input port of the router in the center, so the
physical channel that is connected to can be changed. The port
swapping algorithm reconfigures the port swapper so that the failed
input port is instead connected to the neighboring failed output port,
as shown on the right side. By doing this, Vicis takes advantage of
the inherent redundancy in the router, and increase the number of
functional links from two to three.
The port swapper does not need to be fully connected, that is, not

every input port needs to be connected to every physical link. In
this implementation of Vicis, the link to the local network adapter
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Figure 1: Architecture of the Vicis router. Enhancements include
a port swapper, ECC, crossbar bypass bus, BIST, and distributed
algorithm engine.

2. RELATED WORK
Reliable network design was first introduced by Dally et al.with

a reliable packet-switching network, focusing on protecting against
faulty board traces due to physical and thermal stress [8]. This
network used link-level monitoring and retransmission to allow for
the loss of a single link or router anywhere in the network, without
interruption of service.
Constantinides et al. demonstrated the BulletProof router, which

efficiently used NMR techniques for router level reliability [7].
However, NMR approaches are expensive, as they require at least
N times the silicon area to implement. Additionally, network level
reliability needs to be considered since some logic is impossible
or expensive to duplicate (e.g., clock tree) or spares may run out,
resulting in the loss of a router, and subsequently the network.
Pan et al. explored another strategy that exploits redundant com-

ponents [16]. Instead of using NMR, inputs are sent through two
copies of the same component and the outputs are then compared.
If they do not match, then an error is detected and can be repaired.
In addition, they included on-line testing and a built-in-self-test
(BIST) for correction.
A recent architecture was proposed by Park et al. that focused

on protecting the intra-router connections against soft errors [17].
They explored a hop-by-hop, flit retransmission scheme in case of a
soft error with a three-cycle latency overhead. Though each compo-
nent has localized protection, there is no guarantee that the network
will be operational if certain hard faults occur. Researchers have
also explored efficient bus encoding schemes to protect against
transient errors [3, 24].
Routing algorithms for fault-tolerant networks have been exten-

sively explored for network level reconfiguration [9–11, 13, 18, 19,
22,23]. These algorithms direct traffic around failed network com-
ponents in a way that avoids network deadlock. Although Vicis
must also accomplish this, it additionally diagnoses the location of
hard faults and reconfigures around them using other methods as
well. Vicis adopts an implementation of the routing algorithm de-
scribed in [9] for part of its network level reconfiguration.

3. THE VICIS NETWORK
Vicis is able to maintain and prolong its useful lifetime by accu-

rately locating faults, reconfiguring around them at the router level,
and then reconfiguring at the network level. The following section
is split into three parts, giving a top down view of Vicis. The first
section discusses how Vicis reconfigures around failed routers and

Figure 2: An example of port swapping. On the left side a failed
input port and a failed output port are part of two different links.
By swapping the failed input port to the link connected to the failed
output port, Vicis increases the number of functional links from two
to three.

links at the network level. The second section looks at how Vicis
uses ECC and a crossbar bypass bus to tolerate faults internally.
The last section discusses the built-in-self-test and how it is able to
accurately diagnose faults within the router with 100% coverage.

3.1 Network Level Reconfiguration
Network level reconfiguration addresses network visible prob-

lems by running distributed algorithms to optimize connectivity
and redirect traffic. The input port swapping algorithm runs first
in order to increase the number of available links in the network.
The network routing algorithm then rewrites the static routing table
(shown in Figure 1) to detour traffic around failed network links
and routers. These algorithms use fault information provided by
the router level reconfiguration discussed in Section 3.2.

3.1.1 Input Port Swapping
The routing algorithm needs fully functional bidirectional links

in order to safely route through the network. Each link is comprised
of two input ports and two output ports, all four of which must
be functional to establish a link. If one of these four ports fail,
then there are still three functional ports that might be used in other
places (three spares).
As shown in Figure 1, the input ports are comprised of a FIFO

and a decode unit which are identical for each lane of traffic. Vi-
cis includes a port swapper to the input of the FIFOs in order to
change which physical links are connected to each input port. A
port swapper is not included for the output ports due to their rela-
tively small area. The area of the input ports, however, is majority
of the total area of the router and will therefore attract the most
faults, so adding an input port swapper gives Vicis great ability to
move faults around the router. Since the outputs of the input ports
are connected to a crossbar, they do not need a second swapper.
Figure 2, shows an example of the input port swapper in use.

On the left side there is a failed input port and a failed output port.
Since these two failed ports are on different links, both links fail
and become unusable by the network routing algorithm. One of
the failed ports is a input port of the router in the center, so the
physical channel that is connected to can be changed. The port
swapping algorithm reconfigures the port swapper so that the failed
input port is instead connected to the neighboring failed output port,
as shown on the right side. By doing this, Vicis takes advantage of
the inherent redundancy in the router, and increase the number of
functional links from two to three.
The port swapper does not need to be fully connected, that is, not

every input port needs to be connected to every physical link. In
this implementation of Vicis, the link to the local network adapter
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Strictly Local Adaptation (2) 

17 3.3  Strictly local adaptation  

BulletProof: application of generic fault tolerance techniques (error detection 
and reconfiguration, spares) on switch and component level (arbiter, routing). 
[CONSTANTINIDES, K., PLAZA, S., BLOME, J., ZHANG, B., BERTACCO, V., MAHLKE, 
S., AUSTIN, T., AND ORSHANSKY, M. 2006. Bulletproof: a defect-tolerant CMP switch 
architecture. 12th Int’l High-Performance Computer Architecture Symposium. 5–16.] 
 
RoCo: A faulty switch can request arbitration and routing computation services 
from its neighbors (“modular router” architecture). A bypass path is available to 
avoid faulty switches and buffers since these are not shared externally. 
[KIM, J., NICOPOULOS, C., PARK, D., NARAYANAN, V., YOUSIF, M. S., AND DAS, C. 
R. 2006. A gracefully degrading and energy-efficient modular router architecture for on 
chip networks. International Symposium on Computer Architecture (ISCA). 4 – 15.] 
 
Self-correcting arbitration: 
Blocks for detection of erroneous routing and arbitration results; trigger 
recomputation and correction actions (involving temporal / info redundancy). 
[YU, Q., ZHANG, M., AND AMPADU, P. 2011. Exploiting inherent information redundancy 
to manage transient errors in NoC routing arbitration. Network on Chip Symp. (NoCS).] 



Strictly Local Adaptation (3) 

18 3.3  Strictly local adaptation  

DBP: Switches have internal default backup paths. These are connected to 
form a ring topology if the regular topology has faulty resources. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
[KOIBUCHI, M., MATSUTANI, H., AMANO, H., AND PINKSTON, T. 2008. A lightweight 
fault-tolerant mechanism for network-on-chip. 2nd ACM/IEEE Int’l Symp. on Networks-on-
Chip (NoCS). 13–22.] 
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3.2 Behavior of the DBP Mechanism

As long as all routers are healthy, none of the default
backup paths are used, as described in the previous sub-
section. Only when (1) a local PE cannot send or receive
packets or (2) a packet cannot be properly transferred along
the datapath via the crossbar to/from the DBP port (caused
by a hard fault on a router) is the failed datapath replaced
by the corresponding default backup path. Only the default
backup path at a faulty router is enabled simply by switch-
ing the channel multiplexer. Then a healthy PE associated
with the faulty router continues to communicate with the
other PEs via the default backup path.

When all default backup paths are enabled—as when all
router crossbars fail—the network topology takes the form
of a unidirectional ring, such as the embedded cycle in Fig-
ure 2. Then, a packet is transferred via both intermediate
routers and their local PEs. In such a case, the network in-
terface at a PE receives packets destined for the other PEs
and forwards them on to the intended PEs from the asso-
ciated router (the detailed routing mechanism is discussed

in the next subsection). Since none of the NIs have to con-
sume an entire packet immediately, a wormhole switching
technique can also be used.

The enabled default backup path to local PEs disables
the packet transfer from the other port to the local PE, and
the PE is able to receive packets only from a single neigh-
boring router via the default backup path. In contrast, the
enabled default backup path from the local PE disables the
packet transfer from the local PE to ports except the output
DBP port. Although it can decrease the throughput around
the local PE associated with the faulty router, the system
still works correctly using all the healthy PEs. The default
backup path can transfer packets with shorter latency and
lower energy than router pipelines on the original datapath
via the crossbar because the default backup path consists
only of hardwires or repeater buffers without routing. These
trade-offs in performance are evaluated in Section 5.

3.3 DBP Mechanism for Other Component Fail-
ures

Although the DBP mechanism is resilient to router fail-
ures, other network components such as the default backup
path itself may also fail, though the likelihood is much
lower. Here, we present the DBP mechanism extended to
tolerate the faults of the network interface, the link, and the
default backup path itself.

3.3.1 Bypassing NI Faults

When the network interface at PEs are permanently broken,
forwarding through the corresponding default backup path
to the intended PE whose NI may be healthy is prevented.
To tolerate NI faults so as to allow packets to reach their
intended destinations, we propose to add another default
backup path between the input and output DBP ports of a
router, as shown in Figure 6. This provides an additional
default backup path at the router to perform the function
similar to that used for forwarding through the NI at the
router, as in Figure 4. Only when both the router datapath
and the network interface fail would the newly introduced
default backup path be enabled. Its operation bypasses both
the faulty router datapath and the faulty NI, and it operates
similar to the DBP for indirect networks shown in Figure 5.

3.3.2 Bypassing Damage of Link Wires

When the channels connected to DBP ports are faulty, the
default backup paths are of no use. To tolerate the damage,
the DBP mechanism can be extended by employing multi-
ple DBP cycles that compose different topologies. When
the link wires fail on a channel along one DBP unidirec-
tional cycle, another backup DBP cycle that consists of
healthy channels can be invoked. To support multiple unidi-
rectional DBP cycles, a DBP router must be equipped with
more than one DBP port to/from neighboring routers. To
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3.1 Building Default Backup Paths

The DBP mechanism can be applied to NoCs by finding
an embedded unidirectional cycle that includes all routers
that have a local PE in the topology of the network and
adding a bypass datapath along the unidirectional cycle.

3.1.1 Finding an Embedded Unidirectional Cycle

A unidirectional cycle that includes all routers that have a
local PE is constructed in the NoC topology. Since either
a Hamiltonian cycle (Figure 2.a) or a ring along a spanning
tree (Figure 2.b) can be the unidirectional cycle, an arbitrary
topology can always be embedded [15]. The input and out-
put router ports in the cycle are referred as “DBP ports” in
this paper.

3.1.2 Adding Default Paths

We add default paths that bypass the original datapath (i.e.,
crossbar) within a router such that packets can be trans-
ferred along the unidirectional cycle without traversing the
router input buffers, crossbar, routing-computation unit,
VC/SW allocators, etc., as follows.

1. For each router, in addition to the datapath through the
crossbar, an input DBP port is directly connected to a

Figure 3. Default backup path to local PE
(black router in Figure 2)

PE local (i.e., network interface or NI) output port by
hard wires with a multiplexer, as shown in Figure 3.
The newly introduced default backup path to the NI
enables packets to bypass all router modules as it sinks
them at the local PE. It may or may not require a FIFO
buffer as a repeater, depending on the implementation
(i.e., critical path margins), as shown in Figure 3.

2. For each router, as in datapaths through the router
crossbar, a PE local (i.e., NI) input port is directly con-
nected to the output DBP port (which connects to the
neighboring router by the channel link) by hard wires
with a multiplexer, as shown in Figure 4. This newly
introduced default backup path from the NI enables
packets to bypass all router modules as it sources them
from the local PE.

3. A function must be added to NIs that forwards packets
that happen to sink unintentionally at an NI through
the default backup path of the associated router due to
a fault(s). This functionality is similar to that used in
the In-Transit Buffer technique [6].

The default backup path and the original datapath via
the crossbar can be selected by the channel multiplexer, as
shown in Figures 3 and 4. For the sake of control simplic-
ity, as long as the router is healthy, its channel multiplexer
always selects the original datapath.

When there are no local PEs at a router, a pair of in-
put and output DBP ports for neighboring routers is directly
connected along the unidirectional cycle, as shown in Fig-
ure 5. This is the case for indirect networks, such as non-
leaf switches in a fat tree. Conversely, when there are multi-
ple PEs at a router, an input and all local output ports are di-
rectly or indirectly connected through no crossbars. All lo-
cal input ports are also connected to an output port through
no crossbars.
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Strictly Local Adaptation (4) 

19 3.3  Strictly local adaptation  

Redundant multiplexers & sharing of FIFO buffers:  
[CONCATTO, C., MATOS, D., CARRO, L., KASTENSMIDT, F., SUSIN, A., COTA, E., AND 
KREUTZ, M. 2009. Fault tolerant mechanism to improve yield in NoCs using a 
reconfigurable router. 22nd Symp. on Int. Circuits and System Design (SBCCI). 6pp.] 
 
Spatial and temporal redundancy of MUXes: 
[EGHBAL, A., YAGHINI, P. M., PEDRAM, H., AND ZARANDI, H. R. 2010. Designing fault-
tolerant network-on-chip router architecture. Int’l Journal of Electronics 97, 10, 1181–1192.] 
 
Crosspoint redundancy: 
[GRECU, C., IVANOV, A., SALEH, R., AND PANDE, P. P. 2006. NoC interconnect yield 
improvement using crosspoint redundancy. 21st IEEE Int’l Symp. Defect and Fault 
Tolerance in VLSI Systems (DFT). 457–465.] 
 
Redundant physical channels: Each switch has dual physical channels. When 
failure of the one channel is detected, the other takes over. 
[KAKOEE, M. R., BERTACCO, V., AND BENINI, L. 2011. ReliNoC: A reliable network for 
priority-based on-chip communication. Design Automation and Test in Europe (DATE).] 
 



Local Routing Adaptation 

20 3.3  Strictly local adaptation  

Routing that avoids use of defective links:  
[ALAGHI, A., SEDGHI, M., KARIMI, N., FATHY, M., AND NAVABI, Z. 2008. Reliable NoC 
architecture utilizing a robust rerouting algorithms. 9th IEEE East-West Design & Test 
Symposium (EWDTS08).] 
 
Routing to avoid faults captured by the crossbar fault model & diagnosis: 
Based on Nostrum (KTH). If the normal routing for a packet would send it through a 
defective part of the switching path, the packet is deflected instead. Exploration of 
deflection alternatives so that low priority packets don’t run into faults. 
[KOHLER et al, 2009 (NoCS), 2010 (TCAD).] 
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Routing Around Fault Regions 

21 3.4  Fault regions  

A fault region is a connected subset of NoC switch nodes that includes at least 
one faulty node. 
Routing around fault regions requires knowledge of the region boundaries only. 
It is sufficient if the region boundary is known to its directly adjacent switches. 
Often there are requirements on region shape, e.g. rectangular or convex. 
 
Challenges include: 
•  To determine fault regions, especially if this is to be done online. 
•  To make sure that the “routing around” interacts with the normal routing of the 

NoC in a deadlock-free manner. 
•  To keep the fault region as small as possible; ideally, a fault region should 

contain faulty switches only. 
 
Note: the term “fault region” should be distinguished from “region based routing”. 
 



Smallest Possible Fault Region: Single Switch 

22 3.4  Fault regions  

Classic result: in an n-mesh, n-1 failed switches can be tolerated w/o losing 
intact ones. Constructive proof: a variant of negative-first routing. 
 

[GLASS, C. J. AND NI, L. M. 1993. Fault-tolerant wormhole routing in meshes. 23rd Int’l 
Fault-Tolerant Computing Symp. (FTCS). 240–249.] 
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23 3.4  Fault regions  

No adaptivity at the W and N boundary. 
Solution: allow deviation from the default 
routing policy (other turns). => Deadlock? 
  

Intuitively: fault disables other turns. 
Formally: need suitable proof. 
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Cycle-free contours 

24 3.4  Fault regions  

Idea: The immediate neighbours of a 
failed switch form a shell that isolates 
the fault (contour). 
Packets that would be routed 
through the failed switch first reach 
the contour which takes care of 
routing around the fault. 
Resource dependency cycles must 
be avoided (cycle free contour). 
 
Limitations: only a single cycle-free 
contour has been evaluated. 
 
[ZHANG, Z., GREINER, A., AND 
TAKTAK, S. 2008. A reconfigurable 
routing algorithm for a fault-tolerant 2d-
mesh network-on-chip. 
Design Automation Conference (DAC). 
441–446.] 
 

West first routing 

The router’s architecture: As shown in Figure 3, the
DSPIN router is composed of 5 modules (North, East, South,
West & Local), and the DSPIN router is not a full crossbar:
some interconnections between modules have been remo-
ved, according to the X-First routing algorithm (NORTH !
WEST, NORTH ! EAST, SOUTH ! WEST and SOUTH
! EAST), reducing the complexity of the multiplexers in
the EAST and WEST modules.

NORTH

E
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S
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NORTH

(Y!1,X+1)

SOUTH

W
E
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T

LOCAL

(Y!1,X)

(Y,X)

W
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T

(Y,X+1)

Figure 3: A generic DSPIN router’s architecture.

The faulty router’s model: We make the assumption
that a faulty router can be detected by a dedicated build-in
self-test mechanism, which won’t be described in this paper.
Even if the DSPIN router is architecturally composed of 5
modules, when any module or interconnection of a router
is detected as faulty, the entire router will be considered as
faulty. Moreover, if one of the two routers in a cluster is de-
tected as faulty, it breaks the commands/responses protocol.
So the other router of this cluster must be also considered
as faulty, the corresponding cluster must be considered as
a “hole” in the mesh. All components in the hole must be
deactivated. As the Unique Path has been broken by a ho-
le, the dynamic reconfiguration mechanism must restore the
broken Unique Path.

3. THE RECONFIGURABLE ROUTING AL-
GORITHM

The main idea of the deterministic, fault-tolerant,
distributed, reconfigurable routing algorithm is to rou-
te the packets through a cycle free contour surroun-
ding a faulty router, so as to restore all broken Unique
Paths.

Definition 1: Neighbors.
In a 2D-Mesh, a node (Y,X) has 4 direct neighboring nodes

(N,S,W,E) and 4 indirect neighboring nodes (NE,NW,SE,SW).
We call those 8 nodes the neighbors, as shown in Figure 4.

Definition 2: Natural contour.
The neighbors of a hole (Y,X) define a natural contour as

shown in Figure 4. It separates the network into two parts:
normal part A and defective part B.

Definition 3: Cycle free contour.
The location of a single hole has N " M possibilities in

a N " M 2D-Mesh. Thus, a natural contour has 9 possible
shapes corresponding to 9 types of locations: at each corner,
at each side and at other positions, as shown in Figure 5.
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Figure 4: A generic hole’s neighbors and the natural
contour.
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Figure 5: 9 natural contours.

Following Dally’s condition in [6], the channel dependency
graphs (CDG) can be used to prove the 8 natural contours
(C1,...,C4,C6,..,C9) to be deadlock free. In a CDG, the nodes
are the communication channels (not the routers). There is
a directed edge from node (i) to node (j) when (i) is an input
channel for router R, (j) is an output channel for router R,
and the routing function associated to R defines a possible
path from (i) to (j). The natural contour C5 is NOT deadlock
free, as there is 2 cycles in C5’s CDG, as shown in Figure 6.
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Figure 6: The CDGs of 9 natural contours. 2 cycles
are found in the C5’s CDG, so C5 can introduce
deadlock.

We adopt a turn-based fault-tolerant approach to break
the 2 cycles in C5’s CDG, by prohibiting the two NE turns,
as shown in Figure 7. As a result, we defined 9 cycle free con-
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tours, corresponding to the 9 possible locations for a faulty
router.

C5

NENW

W E

SESSW

N

Figure 7: The two turns prohibited (dotted line) in
C5’s NE can break the 2 cycles.

Definition 4: Modified routing function.
We define a modified routing algorithm for all routers that

are part of a cycle free contour around a faulty router, in or-
der to restore all broken Unique Paths. In case of a faulty
router, we make the assumption that all components in the
cluster have been deactivated, and the faulty cluster is neit-
her the source nor the destination of any packet. Therefore,
the 8 paths Li (corresponding to the X-First routing func-
tion) broken by this hole can be explicitly listed in Table 1.
As described in Figure 8, for each broken path Li, the mo-
dified routing function defines a new path NewLi also listed
in Table 1.

Table 1: the 8 Li are restored by the 8 NewLi
L1 {RW , Rx, RN}
NewL1 {RW , RNW , RN}
L2 {RE , Rx, RN}
NewL2 {RE , RSE , RS , RSW , RW , RNW , RN}
L3 {RW , Rx, RS}
NewL3 {RW , RSW , RS}
L4 {RE , Rx, RS}
NewL4 {RE , RSE , RS}
L5 {RW , Rx, RE}
NewL5 {RW , RSW , RS , RSE , RE}
L6 {RE , Rx, RW }
NewL6 {RE , RSE , RS , RSW , RW }
L7 {RN , Rx, RS}
NewL7 {RN , RNW , RW , RSW , RS}
L8 {RS , Rx, RN}
NewL8 {RS , RSW , RW , RNW , RN}
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L8L3 L4

NL8

C5

NL5

NL3 NL4
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NL2
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Figure 8: the 8 Li (dotted line) broken by a hole are
restored by the 8 NewLi (solid lines).

As shown in Figure 9, a similar approach can be defined
for the 8 others cycle free contours.
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Figure 9: The broken Li and NewLi in other cycle
free contours.

4. HARDWARE IMPLEMENTATION
In a 2D-Mesh, a given router R can be in 9 di!erent si-

tuations: If none of the 8 neighboring routers is faulty, R
is configured as NORMAL, implementing the classical X-
First routing function. If one of the neighbors is faulty, R
is part of a cycle free contour, and must be configured ac-
cordingly (N OF x, S OF x, E OF x, W OF x, NE OF x,
NW OF x, SE OF x, SW OF x), implementing a modified
routing function. To implement the reconfigurable routing
algorithm, two main modifications have been introduced in
the DSPIN router micro-architecture:

• The interconnections NORTH ! WEST, NORTH !
EAST, SOUTH ! WEST and SOUTH ! EAST must
be restored, and the multiplexers in the EAST and
WEST modules must have 4 inputs, as described in
Figure 10.
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Figure 10: A generic architecture of reconfigurable
DSPIN’s router.
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Tolerating More Faults 

25 3.4  Fault regions  

More dimensions: each additional mesh 
dimension adds one degree of freedom 
that can be used to route around one 
additional fault. 
[Glass and Ni]’s method: n-1 faults 
tolerable in n-mesh. 
 
Virtual channels (VC): provide additional 
degree of freedom for deadlock-free 
routing. When choice of increasingly-
numbered resources is exhausted in one 
VC, lift the packet into the next VC (VCs 
numbered, too). 
 
Larger fault regions: multiple failed 
switches are handled as a single faulty 
block that may include intact switches, too. 
 

… 

… 

… …
 

…
 

…
 



Rectangular Regions 

26 3.4  Fault regions  

Oversized IP blocks that break 
the regular structure of a mesh 
have been circumvented with odd-
even based routing. 
However, not all placements are 
permitted. 
 
[SCHÄFER, M., HOLLSTEIN, T., 
ZIMMER, H., AND GLESNER, M. 2005. 
Deadlock-free routing and component 
placement for irregular 
mesh-based networks-on-chip. Int’l 
Conference on Computer Aided Design 
(ICCAD). 238–245.] 

(odd-num’d columns) (even-num’d columns) 

The odd-even turn model 
provides balanced adaptivity. 
All turns allowed (but not 
everywhere). 

hy and a length hx that are multiples of !x and !y.
Further the connection point (xo, yo) of a core must
be situated in its SW-Edge (cf. also Figure 3).

3.2 Horizontal Circumvention of an
Oversized IP Core

The original odd-even turn model only relies on iso-
lated topology knowledge. A routing decision only de-
pends on the current routers position (odd or even)
and on the destination of the treated packet. As soon
as oversized IP cores are placed in a layout and thus an
irregular mesh structure is created, the application of
pure local knowledge no longer su"ces to take appro-
priate routing decisions. The routers directly adjacent
to the oversized IP core in Figure 3 (in this context also
called block) are identified as belonging to the direct
influence zone of the block called adjacent boundary
zone (similar to [24]). The following definitions form
the sets of the adjacent boundaries Ecut, Scut, Wcut
and Ncut. They are simply based on grouping the
routers according to their cut links (cf. Figure 3).

Definition 3.1 Adjacent Boundary Zones
Ecut = {r ! M : re = cut}
Scut = {r ! M : rs = cut}
Wcut = {r ! M : rw = cut}
Ncut = {r ! M : rn = cut}

To know whether a router is member of such a defined
boundary is nevertheless not su"cient to provide a
horizontal circumvention not violating the odd-even
turn rules. The block in Figure 3 has even columns on
its western and eastern sides. Any packet coming from
the west with a destination lying behind the block like
the couple S "D cannot make the mandatory turn in
vertical direction in the even column directly in front
of the block. To circumvent the block, the turn must
already be taken in the odd column. This implies that
all routers in an odd column which are situated one
hop from a cut E-link must be aware of this. These
routers are grouped in the set of the extended east
cut boundary zone Excut. A similar situation occurs
when blocks have odd boundaries, which leads to the
formulation of the extended west cut boundary zone.
The described situations can be formulated using the
following representations.

Definition 3.2 Extended Boundary Zones
Excut = {r ! Odd : #n ! Ecut|

(nx = rx + 1) $ (ny = ry)}
Wxcut = {r ! Even : #n ! Wcut|

(nx = rx " 1) $ (ny = ry)}
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Figure 3: Boundary Zones of an Oversized IP Core

The utilisation of oversized blocks has also conse-
quences for the possible placing scenarios. Due to rule
2.2 a component connected to a router r ! {Wcut %
Even} (c.f. Figure 3) could not be reached by a packet
coming from west. Similarly a component connected
to a router r ! {Wcut % Odd} could never send a
packet to a destination west of it (rule 2.1). Thus any
router belonging to Wcut cannot be used as connec-
tion point and any connected router cannot become
element of Wcut.

Rule 3.1

Wcut % Connected = &

Further problems arise due to the necessity of extended
boundary zones. As soon as a packet arrives in such
a zone, it can only proceed in vertical direction and
must follow the boundary to a position where routing
uninfluenced by the block creating the boundary zone
is possible again. All other paths would inevitably
violate the odd-even turn rules. Therefore the possi-
bility of vertical propagation must be guaranteed for
the whole extended boundary zone which prohibits any
cutting of N/S links in this zone (e.g. caused by an
oversized block, c.f. Figure 3).

Rule 3.2

{Wxcut ' Excut} % {Ncut ' Scut} = &

However, the deletion of an entire extended bound-
ary zone including its routers, for example due to the
formation of a new extended boundary zone of the
same height caused by a preliminary placed block, is
still possible.
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Use of Virtual Channels 

27 3.4  Fault regions  

Dimension order routing (e-cube, 
XY) is used as a basis, with one VC 
per dimension. 
 

The model of link faults is employed. 
 

f-cube-2 routing: In the VC for X (Y), 
packets can move up or down (left or 
right) to surround obstacles without 
deadlock. 
 

Within each dimension, packets 
travelling the opposite direction use 
disjoint subnetworks. 
 

[BOPPANA, R. V. AND CHALASANI, S. 
1995. Fault-tolerant wormhole routing 
algorithms for mesh networks. IEEE Trans. 
on Comp. 44, 7, 848–864.] 

S 

D



Turn Model of f-cube Routing 

28 3.4  Fault regions  

Virtual channel 0 (X)    Virtual channel 1 (Y) 
 

EàW subnet  WàE subnet   NàS subnet  SàN subnet 

If two f-rings (intact switches and link that enclose a rectangular fault region) 
overlap, EàW, WàE subnets and NàS, SàN subnets are no longer disjoint. 
 

=> f-cube-4 routing with 4 virtual channels, one per subnet 



Reducing Virtual Channels 

29 3.4  Fault regions  

Controlled by a flag in each router, use either clockwise surround routing for EàW 
messages and counterclockwise for WàE or vice versa. 
•  EàW and WàE become disjoint without VC differentiation 
•  Support for some fault shapes beyond rectangles 
•  When not affected by faults, packets can use all VCs (XY turns added) 
 

[CHEN, C.-L. AND CHIU, G.-M. 2001. A fault-tolerant routing scheme for meshes with 
nonconvex faults. IEEE Transactions on Parallel and Distributed Systems 12, 5, 467–475.] 
 

Virtual channel 0 (X)    Virtual channel 1 & 2 (Y) 
 

EàW subnet  WàE subnet   NàS subnet  SàN subnet 



Reducing Virtual Channels (2) 

30 3.4  Fault regions  

Combine each X subnet with one Y subnet (=> 2 VCs) and add one VC for fault-
free XY routing. Add a flag to each packet to represent the subnet it is traveling in. 
•  Restriction on (counter)clockwise orientation can be lifted 
 

[DUAN, X., ZHANG, D., AND SUN, X. 2009. Fault-tolerant routing schemes for wormhole 
mesh. IEEE Int Parallel and Distributed Processing with Applications Symp. 298–301.] 
 

Virtual channel 0 & 1 (X)    Virtual channel 2 & 3 (Y) 
 

EàW subnet  WàE subnet   NàS subnet  SàN subnet 

         VC 1    VC 2    Virtual channel 0 
 

EàW , NàS        WàE , SàN    XY routing until occurrence of fault 
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Row first (RF) routing to W destinations. 
Otherwise, column first (CF) routing, x ≠ xd 
or column only (CO) routing, x = xd. 
RF è CF è RO 
 

f-ring/chain surround routing turns can 
form cycles, but are never aligned to 
actually cause a deadlock. 
 

[CHEN, K. H. AND CHIU, G.-M. 1998. Fault-tolerant routing algorithm for meshes without 
using virtual channels”, J. of Information Science and Engineering, 14, 1998, 765–783.]
[HOLSMARK, R. AND KUMAR, S. 2007. Corrections to Chen and Chiu’s Fault Tolerant 
Routing Algorithm for Mesh Networks. J. of Information Science and Engg., 23, 1649–1662.] 
 
Smaller fault regions by allowing more overlap between fault rings. 
Nodes on overlapped rings must not inject packets, but can still route and receive. 
 

[FUKUSHIMA, Y., FUKUSHI, M., AND HORIGUCHI, S. 2009. Fault-tolerant routing algorithm 
for network on chip without virtual channels. 24th IEEE Int. Symp. Defect and Fault Tolerance 
in VLSI Systems (DFT). 313–321.] 
 

RF 
CF 

CF 

CF 

CF 
RO 
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Convex fault regions are formed with the shape of overlapping rectangles. 
The odd-even turn model is used as the basis for routing. 
This enables the use of all turns, deadlock-free without VCs. 
Fault regions are joined if they do not have at least two columns of intact switches 
between them. The intact “connector” nodes are deactivated. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

[WU, J. AND WANG, D. 2002. Fault-tolerant and deadlock-free routing in 2-d meshes using 
rectilinear-monotone polygonal fault blocks. Int’l Conf. on Parallel Processing. 247–254.] 
 
Number of deactivated nodes can be reduced by defining oddness and evenness 
of nodes based on the sum of their (x,y) coordinates instead of x alone. 
More even distribution of odd and even and their allowed turns (checkerboard). 
[JOVANOVIC, S., TANOUGAST, C., WEBER, S., AND BOBDA, C. 2009. A new deadlock-
free fault-tolerant routing algorithm for NoC interconnections. Int’l Conf. on Field 
Programmable Logic (FPL). 326–331. 
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Previously: fault region formation is based on interaction of direct neighbors. 
Now: transmit more remote fault information up to a distance of N hops. 
Design choices: deflection routing, store-and-forward (SAF) switching, N = 2, 
off-band transmission of fault information (dedicated wires) 
 

[FENG, C., LU, Z., JANTSCH, A., LI, J., AND ZHANG, M. 2010. FoN: Fault-on-neighbor aware 
routing algorithm for networks-on-chip. Int’l SoC Conference. 6pp.] 
 

direction. For each direction d! {North, East, South, 
West}, these signals are represented as: 

 fault_from[d] (1 bit): the input link status along 
the direction d; 

 fault_to[d] (1 bit): the output link status along 
the direction d; 

 FoN_from[d] (3 bits): the link status from the 
neighbor along the direction d; 

 FoN_to[d] (3 bits): the link status collected by 
the current switch based on link status of three 
directions except the direction d and 
transmitted to the neighbor along d. 

 

 
Figure 2: Fault information transmission mechanism 
 

IV. FON AWARE ROUTING ALGORITHM AND 

IMPLEMENTATION 
 

A. FoN Aware Routing Algorithm 
The basic idea of the FoN aware routing 

algorithm is that each switch makes routing decision 
based on the link status within 2 hops. Fig. 3 shows 
an example of routing decision on a 4x4 mesh. 
Suppose switch (2,2) sends a packet to switch (4,4). 
First it will check two productive links (East and 
South) faulty or not. If both are not faulty, then it will 
check status of the productive links to switch (4,4) 
from its neighbors (switch (2,3) and (3,2)). In this 
case, both of productive links to switch (4,4) from 
switch (2,3) are faulty, so switch (2,2) will choose the 
south link finally. 

S

D

(2,2)

(4,4)

Fault link status

(2,3)

(3,2)

(2,4)

(3,3)

(4,2)

 
Figure 3: Example of fault information transmission 
 

The pseudo code of the FoN aware deflection 
routing algorithm executed at node nc is shown in Fig. 
4. There are at most four packets arriving at a switch 
at the same time. The switch makes routing decision 
from the highest priority packet to the lowest. The 
switch first checks if the packet has reached the 

destination nd. If not, then it calculates the productive 
direction(s) based on the relative address to nd, 
which is provided by the function get_prefer_Dir(nc, 
nd). A packet may have at most two productive 
directions to the destination. The remaining algorithm 
can be divided into two parts: 1) nd is in the same 
row or column as nc; 2) nd is not in the same row or 
column as nc. 

1) nc and nd are in the same row or column 
In this case, there is only one productive 

direction to nd. When the productive link is faulty and 
the input direction is not one of orthogonal links, the 
switch will check the FoN_from vectors along the two 
orthogonal directions by the function Check_FoN, 
which checks the productive link of the neighbor 
along the orthogonal direction (step 10). If both of 
orthogonal links are available, it will choose one of 
them with a smaller stress value. If the input direction 
is one of orthogonal links, it will check the FoN_from 
vector along the other orthogonal link (step 13). If 
only one orthogonal link is not fault, then it will check 
the FoN_from vector along this direction (step 20). If 
both orthogonal links are not available, it will choose 
the remaining link (step 15, 22, 26). If all other links 
are not available, the packet will be routed back 
(step 18, 25, 29). 

2) nc and nd are not in the same row or column 
In this case, the packet can be routed to nd 

through two productive directions. If both of them are 
not faulty and the input direction is not one of them, 
for each productive direction the switch first gets the 
productive direction(s) from the neighbor to nd (step 
35, 36) and then checks FoN_from vectors along this 
path (step 39) and chooses one of them base on the 
FoN_from vectors and stress values. If the input 
direction is one of productive directions, it will check 
FoN_from vector along the other productive direction 
(step 42). If only one productive link is not faulty, it 
will check the FoN_from vector along this direction 
(step 47). If both of productive links are faulty, it will 
choose a remaining link with a smaller stress value 
(step 54). 

In order to avoid the packet oscillation between 
two switches, the algorithm tries to avoid routing the 
packet back to the input direction. Only if all the 
other links are not available, the packet will be 
routed back. 
 

B. Deadlock and Livelock Avoidance 
Deflection routing is deadlock free since packets 

never have to wait in a switch. Livelock is a key 
problem that deflection routing must avoid. Packet 
priority mechanism can be used in a fault-free 
network to avoid livelock. However, because each 
switch only has the limited fault information of the 
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 (a) Permitted shapes    (b) not permitted 
incl. some concave shapes   two subsequent concave points 
 

[FENG, C., LU, Z., JANTSCH, A., LI, J., AND ZHANG, M. 2010. FoN: Fault-on-neighbor aware 
routing algorithm for networks-on-chip. Int’l SoC Conference. 6pp.] 
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Previously: interaction between switches up to N hops apart. 
Now: global exchange of fault information; each switch has the complete picture. 
 

Online techniques 

Distance vector routing 
 
Each switch, i, stores distance (hop 
count, delivery time) information for 
sending a packet via neighbor x to 
destination switch j: 
d(i, j, x) = d(x, j) + hop_delay. 
 
The neighbor sends its own distance, 
d(x, j) = miny d(x, j , y). 
 
Cycles => count-to-infinity problem 
⇒ Link state routing 

Q routing 
 
Switches “learn” distance information only 
gradually, controlled by learning factor α: 
 
 
 
 
The role of Q is similar to the role of d in 
distance vector routing. 
 

Qjx
i := 1−α( )Qjx

i +α tix +min y Qjy
x( )
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Distance vector routing with in-band transmission (special flits). 
“Force directed wormhole routing” (FDWR) algorithm. 
 

[SCHÖNWALD, T., ZIMMERMANN, J., BRINGMANN, O., AND ROSENSTIEL, W. 2007. Fully 
adaptive fault-tolerant routing algorithm for network-on-chip architectures. 10th Conf. on Digital 
System Design Architectures, Methods and Tools (DSD). 527–534.] 
 

Q routing in dynamically changing networks on FPGA. 
 

[MAJER, M., BOBDA, C., AHMADINIA, A., AND TEICH, J. 2005. Packet routing in dynamically 
changing networks on chip. 19th IEEE Int’l Parallel and Distributed Processing Symp. 8pp.] 
 

Q routing for fault tolerance in networks-on-chip; off-band transmission. 
 

[FENG, C., LU, Z., JANTSCH, A., LI, J., AND ZHANG, M. 2010. A reconfigurable fault-tolerant 
deflection routing algorithm based on reinforcement learning for networks-on-chip. Int’l 
Workshop on Network on Chip Architectures (NoCArc). 6pp.] 
 

Hardwire knowledge of fault-free base topology in switches; transmit differential 
information ΔQ = Qfaulty – Qfault-free only; allow topologies other than mesh. 
 

[RADETZKI, M. 2011. Fault-tolerant differential Q routing in arbitrary NoC topologies. IEEE 
Conf. on Embedded and Ubiquitous Computing (EUC). 33–40.] 
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Each switch keeps complete 
Q info only for other switches 
in its own quadrant. Other 
quadrants are represented 
by 3 further table entries. 
[Feng 2010] 

With static partitioning, a 
border switch knows nothing 
about some immediate 
neighbors 

[Radetzki 2011] introduces 
partitions that are individual 
(relative) to each switch. 

This is enabled by the relative 
nature of the ΔQ values. 
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Immunet 
 

       fault occurence      =>    spanning tree construction   =>   fallback ring network
          depth-first traversal 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
[PUENTE, V., GREGORIO, J. A., VALLEJO, F., AND BEIVIDE, R. 2008. Immunet: Dependable 
routing for interconnection networks with arbitrary topology. IEEE Transactions on Computers 
57, 12, 1676–1689.] 
 
Instead of ring topology, up*/down* routing could be used along the spanning tree. 

4k unidirectional rings of length k (2k rings in each
dimension). As two virtual channels are employed per
physical link, both the safe and the adaptive virtual networks
will be composed of 4k rings of k FIFOs each. The rings
belonging to the safe and the adaptive virtual networks are
denoted as safe and adaptive rings, respectively.

In ABR, packets move under two different policies. In the
adaptive virtual network, the injection and transit of
packets are regulated by VCT flow control [18]. Packets in
transit inside any of the safe rings are also regulated by
VCT. However, packet incorporation to the safe virtual
network is restricted by Bubble Flow Control (BFC). BFC is
a deadlock avoidance mechanism applicable to topologies
based on either a single ring or a set of rings visited under
Dimension Order Routing (DOR), [5]. Packets can be
injected inside a safe ring from three sources: a computing
node, the adaptive virtual network, or another safe ring of a
previous dimension. BFC only permits the incorporation of
packets to a safe ring if they do not exhaust the FIFOs
belonging to that ring. In this way, there will always be, at
least, one free buffer inside the ring (a Bubble under our
terminology), which assures packet movement. This routing
algorithm is currently used by IBM BlueGene/L super-
computers [1].

Continuing with the example, Fig. 3b shows an SC table,
which reflects the shape of the safe virtual network
topology crossing an arbitrary router in a 4 ! 4 torus. The
table has been updated according to the port labeling
described in Fig. 3a. The content of this SC table reflects a
fault-free torus. In the absence of failures, all the nodes will
have this same content in their tables. A bit set to one in
row i and column j of the SC table indicates that a packet
queued at the static FIFO of input port i can be forwarded
through output port j when there is room for the packet at
the neighboring router (VCT). Any other packet attempting
to select the output port j must fulfill the Bubble protocol
that imposes the existence of room for, at least, two packets
in the safe FIFO of input port j (BFC).

3 IMMUNET BASIS

One of the most complex problems for handling any
combination of link and/or node faults is that these faults
induce topological changes affecting the deadlock avoid-
ance mechanism of the network. For example, a fault in any
link of a torus breaks two unidirectional rings, and
therefore, it is not always possible to use DOR to route
packets through the safe virtual network. Then, the first
requirement that our system must guarantee is that,
independently of the number and configuration of faults,
there is always a deadlock-free path to route packets among
the surviving nodes. To do that, Immunet will successively
update the SC routing tables that reconfigure the topology
of the safe network in response to the failures.

The key idea is to always provide a unidirectional ring
traversing, once or more, all the surviving system nodes.
The particular connectivity of this ring in each node will be
recorded in its SC table. Applying BFC over packet
injections on this single ring will guarantee the existence
of a deadlock-free safe path to interchange packets among
all the surviving nodes. Finding this unique ring is based on

a classical result from Graph Theory stating that there is
always a spanning tree in any connected graph. In response
to each network failure, our mechanism will be able to find
a unique spanning tree embedded in the resulting network.
A preorder tour through this spanning tree will provide the
safe ring that connects all the operational routers.

Before describing in Section 4 the way in which the
safe ring is obtained, let us continue with the previous
example. Fig. 4 shows a spanning tree obtained from our
4 ! 4 torus after failing three of its 32 bidirectional links.
In the fault-free network, there were 128 profitable transit
FIFOs (64 adaptive and 64 safe). Now, there will be only
116 usable FIFOs as the other 12 are unreachable due to
the failure of the three bidirectional links. As the tree is
composed of the 16 routers and 15 bidirectional links, the
directed safe ring will be composed of 30 FIFOs
connected through 30 unidirectional links. This set of
resources constitutes the safe ring. In addition, there will
be another 86 reachable FIFOs, which will constitute the
adaptive virtual network.

It is easy to see that for building the safe ring it is enough
that any node in the tree knows who its parent is and who
its children are. Every router can record the current safe
ring topology just maintaining a d-bit register with the ones
in those positions corresponding to links connecting either
to its parent or to any of its children. In a fault-free network,
the d-bit registers will be set to zero. Fig. 5 shows different
cases for an intermediate node, a root, and a leaf. A simple
cyclic traverse through this register will determine the safe
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Fig. 4. Example of a safe ring after three faults in the network.

4k unidirectional rings of length k (2k rings in each
dimension). As two virtual channels are employed per
physical link, both the safe and the adaptive virtual networks
will be composed of 4k rings of k FIFOs each. The rings
belonging to the safe and the adaptive virtual networks are
denoted as safe and adaptive rings, respectively.

In ABR, packets move under two different policies. In the
adaptive virtual network, the injection and transit of
packets are regulated by VCT flow control [18]. Packets in
transit inside any of the safe rings are also regulated by
VCT. However, packet incorporation to the safe virtual
network is restricted by Bubble Flow Control (BFC). BFC is
a deadlock avoidance mechanism applicable to topologies
based on either a single ring or a set of rings visited under
Dimension Order Routing (DOR), [5]. Packets can be
injected inside a safe ring from three sources: a computing
node, the adaptive virtual network, or another safe ring of a
previous dimension. BFC only permits the incorporation of
packets to a safe ring if they do not exhaust the FIFOs
belonging to that ring. In this way, there will always be, at
least, one free buffer inside the ring (a Bubble under our
terminology), which assures packet movement. This routing
algorithm is currently used by IBM BlueGene/L super-
computers [1].

Continuing with the example, Fig. 3b shows an SC table,
which reflects the shape of the safe virtual network
topology crossing an arbitrary router in a 4 ! 4 torus. The
table has been updated according to the port labeling
described in Fig. 3a. The content of this SC table reflects a
fault-free torus. In the absence of failures, all the nodes will
have this same content in their tables. A bit set to one in
row i and column j of the SC table indicates that a packet
queued at the static FIFO of input port i can be forwarded
through output port j when there is room for the packet at
the neighboring router (VCT). Any other packet attempting
to select the output port j must fulfill the Bubble protocol
that imposes the existence of room for, at least, two packets
in the safe FIFO of input port j (BFC).

3 IMMUNET BASIS

One of the most complex problems for handling any
combination of link and/or node faults is that these faults
induce topological changes affecting the deadlock avoid-
ance mechanism of the network. For example, a fault in any
link of a torus breaks two unidirectional rings, and
therefore, it is not always possible to use DOR to route
packets through the safe virtual network. Then, the first
requirement that our system must guarantee is that,
independently of the number and configuration of faults,
there is always a deadlock-free path to route packets among
the surviving nodes. To do that, Immunet will successively
update the SC routing tables that reconfigure the topology
of the safe network in response to the failures.

The key idea is to always provide a unidirectional ring
traversing, once or more, all the surviving system nodes.
The particular connectivity of this ring in each node will be
recorded in its SC table. Applying BFC over packet
injections on this single ring will guarantee the existence
of a deadlock-free safe path to interchange packets among
all the surviving nodes. Finding this unique ring is based on

a classical result from Graph Theory stating that there is
always a spanning tree in any connected graph. In response
to each network failure, our mechanism will be able to find
a unique spanning tree embedded in the resulting network.
A preorder tour through this spanning tree will provide the
safe ring that connects all the operational routers.

Before describing in Section 4 the way in which the
safe ring is obtained, let us continue with the previous
example. Fig. 4 shows a spanning tree obtained from our
4 ! 4 torus after failing three of its 32 bidirectional links.
In the fault-free network, there were 128 profitable transit
FIFOs (64 adaptive and 64 safe). Now, there will be only
116 usable FIFOs as the other 12 are unreachable due to
the failure of the three bidirectional links. As the tree is
composed of the 16 routers and 15 bidirectional links, the
directed safe ring will be composed of 30 FIFOs
connected through 30 unidirectional links. This set of
resources constitutes the safe ring. In addition, there will
be another 86 reachable FIFOs, which will constitute the
adaptive virtual network.

It is easy to see that for building the safe ring it is enough
that any node in the tree knows who its parent is and who
its children are. Every router can record the current safe
ring topology just maintaining a d-bit register with the ones
in those positions corresponding to links connecting either
to its parent or to any of its children. In a fault-free network,
the d-bit registers will be set to zero. Fig. 5 shows different
cases for an intermediate node, a root, and a leaf. A simple
cyclic traverse through this register will determine the safe
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4k unidirectional rings of length k (2k rings in each
dimension). As two virtual channels are employed per
physical link, both the safe and the adaptive virtual networks
will be composed of 4k rings of k FIFOs each. The rings
belonging to the safe and the adaptive virtual networks are
denoted as safe and adaptive rings, respectively.

In ABR, packets move under two different policies. In the
adaptive virtual network, the injection and transit of
packets are regulated by VCT flow control [18]. Packets in
transit inside any of the safe rings are also regulated by
VCT. However, packet incorporation to the safe virtual
network is restricted by Bubble Flow Control (BFC). BFC is
a deadlock avoidance mechanism applicable to topologies
based on either a single ring or a set of rings visited under
Dimension Order Routing (DOR), [5]. Packets can be
injected inside a safe ring from three sources: a computing
node, the adaptive virtual network, or another safe ring of a
previous dimension. BFC only permits the incorporation of
packets to a safe ring if they do not exhaust the FIFOs
belonging to that ring. In this way, there will always be, at
least, one free buffer inside the ring (a Bubble under our
terminology), which assures packet movement. This routing
algorithm is currently used by IBM BlueGene/L super-
computers [1].

Continuing with the example, Fig. 3b shows an SC table,
which reflects the shape of the safe virtual network
topology crossing an arbitrary router in a 4 ! 4 torus. The
table has been updated according to the port labeling
described in Fig. 3a. The content of this SC table reflects a
fault-free torus. In the absence of failures, all the nodes will
have this same content in their tables. A bit set to one in
row i and column j of the SC table indicates that a packet
queued at the static FIFO of input port i can be forwarded
through output port j when there is room for the packet at
the neighboring router (VCT). Any other packet attempting
to select the output port j must fulfill the Bubble protocol
that imposes the existence of room for, at least, two packets
in the safe FIFO of input port j (BFC).

3 IMMUNET BASIS

One of the most complex problems for handling any
combination of link and/or node faults is that these faults
induce topological changes affecting the deadlock avoid-
ance mechanism of the network. For example, a fault in any
link of a torus breaks two unidirectional rings, and
therefore, it is not always possible to use DOR to route
packets through the safe virtual network. Then, the first
requirement that our system must guarantee is that,
independently of the number and configuration of faults,
there is always a deadlock-free path to route packets among
the surviving nodes. To do that, Immunet will successively
update the SC routing tables that reconfigure the topology
of the safe network in response to the failures.

The key idea is to always provide a unidirectional ring
traversing, once or more, all the surviving system nodes.
The particular connectivity of this ring in each node will be
recorded in its SC table. Applying BFC over packet
injections on this single ring will guarantee the existence
of a deadlock-free safe path to interchange packets among
all the surviving nodes. Finding this unique ring is based on

a classical result from Graph Theory stating that there is
always a spanning tree in any connected graph. In response
to each network failure, our mechanism will be able to find
a unique spanning tree embedded in the resulting network.
A preorder tour through this spanning tree will provide the
safe ring that connects all the operational routers.

Before describing in Section 4 the way in which the
safe ring is obtained, let us continue with the previous
example. Fig. 4 shows a spanning tree obtained from our
4 ! 4 torus after failing three of its 32 bidirectional links.
In the fault-free network, there were 128 profitable transit
FIFOs (64 adaptive and 64 safe). Now, there will be only
116 usable FIFOs as the other 12 are unreachable due to
the failure of the three bidirectional links. As the tree is
composed of the 16 routers and 15 bidirectional links, the
directed safe ring will be composed of 30 FIFOs
connected through 30 unidirectional links. This set of
resources constitutes the safe ring. In addition, there will
be another 86 reachable FIFOs, which will constitute the
adaptive virtual network.

It is easy to see that for building the safe ring it is enough
that any node in the tree knows who its parent is and who
its children are. Every router can record the current safe
ring topology just maintaining a d-bit register with the ones
in those positions corresponding to links connecting either
to its parent or to any of its children. In a fault-free network,
the d-bit registers will be set to zero. Fig. 5 shows different
cases for an intermediate node, a root, and a leaf. A simple
cyclic traverse through this register will determine the safe
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Ariadne 
 

Exploration phase 
A switch that detects an error has ID 0, sends out exploration packets with ID 1. 
Other switches accept the first (smallest) incoming ID, send out packets with ID++. 
Deadlock-free routing along IDs in up/down order. 
The switches form a DAG rather than a spanning tree. 
 

Route-finding phase 
Each switch sends packets to all destinations. 
Each switch records the direction d of the first 
incoming packet from s as routing table entry. 
 

Can deal with all connected toplogies. 
 

[AISOPOS, K., DEORIO, A., PEH, L.-S., AND 
BERTACCO, V. 2011. Ariadne: Agnostic 
reconfiguration in a disconnected network  
environment. Parallel Architectures and  
Compilation Techniques (PACT). 12pp.] 
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Standard routing table 
1 entry {N,E,S,W} per destination 
 
Turns table 
Entries only for destinations which 
(may) require a turn. 
 

[BOLOTIN, E., CIDON, I., GINOSAR, R., 
AND KOLODNY, A. 2007. Routing table 
minimization for irregular mesh NoCs. 
Design, Automation & Test in (DATE). 6pp.] 
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Region based routing 
Entry represents a set of destinations reachable in the 
same way. Simplified encoding of rectangular regions. 
 

[MEJIA, A., PALESI, M., FLICH, J., KUMAR, S., LOPEZ, P., 
HOLSMARK, R., AND DUATO, J. 2009. Region-based routing: A 
mechanism to support efficient routing algorithms in NoCs. IEEE 
Transactions on Very Large Scale Integration (VLSI) Systems 17, 
3, 356–369.] 
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XY deviation table [BOLOTIN et al. 2007] 
Combinational implementation of the basic 
routing policy; deviations stored in table. 
 
Logic-Based Distributed Routing (LBDR) 
Each switch has two routing bits per output port to store permitted turns in neighbor 
switches. Connection bit represents availability of a link. 
Switch also uses information on packet destination’s relative distance. 
Derouting bits to support fault tolerance; several variants (eLBDR, uLBDR). 
 

[RODRIGO, S., FLICH, J., ROCA, A., MEDARDONI, S., BERTOZZI, D.,  
CAMACHO, J., SILLA, F., AND DUATO, J. 2010. Addressing manufacturing 
challenges with cost-efficient fault tolerant routing. 4th ACM/IEEE Int’l  
Networks-on-Chip Symp. (NOCS). 25–32.] 
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assume that packets carry the XY coordinates of the destination. (b) results in one entry in the table of node Z, since it contradicts
When a packet enters a router its next hop is looked up in the an available XY routing option.
table. If it is found it is routed according to the table. Else, the
hardware function calculates the exit port for that packet. S 0 S0

Clearly, the path that makes the minimum number of routing steps
that deviate from XY would result in a minimal total number of Z Z
table entries in the network. In addition, as already mentioned, we (a) (b)
consider only SPs. Therefore the XYDT path extraction algorithm Figure 7. XYDT Examples: (a) No routing table entries (b)One routing
solves the following problem. table entry in node Z towards destination D

XYDT Problem definition: 3.3 Source Routing for Deviation-Points
Among all SPs between each S-D pair, select a path that (SRDP)
minimizes number of routing steps which deviate from XY routing SRDP is an SR method that reduces the size of the full SR
policy. headers that are stored in the sources. It combines a fixed routing

XYDT Routing Algorithm: function (for example XY) with a partial list of SRDP tags which
are only used at specific nodes, termed deviation points.

The algorithm performs a topological sort of the network nodes by
a

their distance from the destination D. For all nodes at same SRDP tag is a list of routing commands for each DP node on the
distance from D (h+l) the algorithm assigns an XY-correlated SP traversed path. The size of the SRDP tag is two bits for a DP node
routing step towards D if possible, otherwise it assigns any other that implements all ports and less in cases when some ports are
SP routing step. The algorithm is formally described in Figure 6. missing. DPs are network nodes such that a direction of at least
All nodes except D are initialized as not-reached. The algorithm one routing path through them deviates from the decision of the
starts from D and runs iteratively over the increasing number of fixed routing function (i.e. XY). SRDP algorithm marks these
hops h. In each iteration, the algorithm sets the predecessors to the nodes as DPs and any packet (for each destination) that traverses
nodes that were reached in the previous iteration (in h hops from them would have to carry an SRDP routing tag for these nodes.
D) for later routing path extraction. Then iteratively, the non- Usually, nodes that become DPs are routers that do not implement
reached nodes that can be reached in h+1 hops from D are marked all ports (Z in Figure 7 a) or routers that lead to a dead-end when
as reached and their predecessors would be set in the next using a fixed routing function, because of a mesh irregularity on
iteration. The function set_xy_Predecessor (line 5) is applied to a the reminder of the path (Z in Figure 7b).
newly reached node, setting its XY-correlated predecessor on SP For example, let us apply the SRDP method on the example
to destination if it exists; otherwise it sets any other existing SP illustrated in Figure 7b. The examle shows a network with two
predecessor. The algorithm termilnates when all nodes are reached. g

sources SO and S1 and a destination D. Applying a traditional SR
1) Vve V: Dist(v) = , P(v) = nil; Dist(D) = . scheme would result in six routing tags because SO and SI are

both three hops from the destination. Applying the SRDP scheme
2 ) Rh ={ItD}, Rh+l ={f}, h= O; reduces the amount of SR information to only one tag, since the
3) while (!(Vve V: Dist(v) <-)) path from SO to D can utilize XY function at each hop and the
4) foreach node Vh E Rh: path from SI to D deviates from XY in only one hop (node Z).

5)set-xy-Predecessor(vh ~Therefore node Z is defined as a DP and requires one SR tag.
6) foreach v' in 1 hop from Vh: Similar to XYDT, when SRDP routing method is used, the path

that makes the minimum deviations from XY results in the7) if Dist(v') = 00 Rh+l {V Dist(v') =h+1 minimal total number of DPs and consequently minimizes the
8) end if total amount of SRDP routing headers. Therefore, the SRDP
9) end foreach
10) end foreach problem is equivalent to the XYDT problem (see Section 3.2).
11) Rh = Rh+l1 Rh+l = {1, h = h + 1 SRDP Routing Algorithm:
12)end while First SRDP applies the XYDT algorithm to all destinations in

Figure 6. XYDT routing algorithm -for one destination D order to create XY-correlated routing paths between all S-D pairs.
Then, all routing paths are analyzed, and nodes that at least one

The algorithm in Figure 6 is performed for each destination node routing step through them deviates from the predefined routing
D. Then, for each D the routing paths from all source nodes to D function are marked as DPs. When all DPs are found, SRDP
are extracted by backtracking using the predecessor information in headers are calculated for all routing paths.
each node. The XY deviations along the paths are found and the
XYDT entries for each deviation are inserted in the network 4. PERFORMANCE COMPARISON
nodes along the routing paths. The algorithm does not insert In this section we compare the traditional DR and SR techniques
entries in case of deviation when the following two conditions with the proposed deviation tables routing techniques (TT, XYDT
coexist: (i) the XY-correlated output port is missing and (ii) the and SRDP) in irregular meshes.
routing path continues according to the YX routing function.
Consider the examples in Figure 7. Applying XYDT in network 4.1 Evaluation method
(a) results in zero routing entries because proceeding upwards In order to evaluate and compare the heuristic techniques
from node Z is the only choice that also matches the YX function presented above, we first apply them to numerous random
(doesn't require an entry). On the other hand, applying XYDT in problem instances and finally check several real application



Example: XY Routing Represented with LBDR 
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Offline Routing Computation 
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Segment based routing 
The topology is (re)constructed iteratively with single cycle segments. 
In each segment, one bidirectional turn is disabled. 
 

[MEJIA, A., FLICH, J., DUATO, J., REINEMO, S.-A., AND SKEIE, T. 2006. Segment-based 
routing: an efficient fault-tolerant routing algorithm for meshes and tori. 20th Int’l Parallel and 
Distributed Processing Symposium (IPDPS).] 
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Z

Segments 

Initial 
segment 

Fault-free mesh  Switch failure => need 
   to recompute segments 

D D 



Offline Routing Computation (2) 
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Rerouting rules 
 

Removal of forbidden turns in presence of faults; heuristic choice. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

[FICK, D., DEORIO, A., CHEN, G., BERTACCO, V., SYLVESTER, D., AND BLAAUW, D. 2009. 
A highly resilient routing algorithm for fault-tolerant NoCs. Design Automation and Test in 
Europe (DATE). 21–26.] 
 

Figure 5: Selectively removing rules to allow full network con-
nectivity. Strict adherence to the disallowed turn rule may result
in a case where some routers are not able to reach the Northwest
destination, although possible paths exist (left). This occurs be-
cause the routers on the western edge have the East!North turn
disabled to avoid deadlock. Therefore, we remove the turn rule at
theWest router, restoring network connectivity (right). “D” denotes
the destination being routed and “/” denotes routers unable to reach
the destination.

4.2 Selectively Removing 2D-Mesh Rules
Strict adherence to disallowed the turn rule may produce an in-

consistent network, where consistency means that if one router can
reach another then a return path also exists. In Figure 5, a sin-
gle faulty horizontal link on the North edge of the network pre-
vents six of the routers from obtaining a valid path to the North-
west router. All of the routers on the West edge of the network can
reach this router by directing traffic to the North, however, since the
East!North turn is disallowed, these fringe routers never transmit
a flag to the East, cutting off the rest of the routers.
In order to prevent this scenario we must identify routers where

the turn rules should be removed to maintain a consistent network.
To do this, we must check each corner by trying route from one
end of the corner to the other using the basic routing step. If this
cannot be successfully accomplished with the disallowed turn, then
the corner turns must be allowed to maintain network consistency
and both turns for the corner are then allowed. The center router
knows if the corner was successfully routed based on the flags that
it receives from the two other routers. We check one corner router
at a time, so the minimal number of rules are removed in sequence.
If this were not done then both fringe routers would have their turns
allowed and the second faulty link in the example would cause a
deadlock.

4.3 Pathological Case
A pathological case infrequently arises in large networks with

many faults. As shown in Figure 6, deadlock loops can form when
two subnetworks are connected by a router with the turn rule re-
moved. Effectively, the deadlock loop passes through the connect-
ing router twice, as if folded over a point. We reduce this problem
by using a routing priority that disfavors a different corner - in our
example we use S-E-W-N priority to disfavor the Northwest corner.
The pathological case can still appear if there is a single fault inside
of each of the subnetworks, since the Northwest turns will still be
used in that case, similar to the second row of Figure 4. We address
this by formally disallowing a different corner for one of the sub-
networks. Once we have changed which corner is being disallowed
for this part of the network via a directed broadcast, we must check
each of these new rules.
The pattern can also repeat inside one side for a large network, so

we allow the turn to be changed back to the original turn when new
rules need to be removed. This part of the algorithm can loop by
changing between these two corners as long as it needs. Any router
that does not have its corner rule modified becomes “fixed”, and

Figure 6: Pathological case for large networkswithmany faults.
The corner rule for the Southwest router was removed as desired,
but a deadlock loop forms by passing through that router twice. We
adjust the rules for one side to break the loop.

is no longer changeable so that forward progress is made. In our
implementation we switch between the Northeast and Northwest
corners, broadcasting the corner-change signal to the East/North
and North/West respectively.

5. 2D-TORUS ROUTING
Tori are very similar to meshes so we start with the same rules

described in our 2D-mesh example. Unique challenges for the basic
routing step (described in Section 3.1) are present, since a torus net-
work automatically forms deadlock loops even in absence of faults.

5.1 2D-Torus Rules
Torus networks form loops around the outside of the network

by continuing in the same direction until reaching the same router
again. We address these loops with the addition of link rules. We
first disallow all wrap-around links along the top edge of the net-
work, then disallow one horizontal link in each row of the network.
The horizontal links prevent a loop from forming in the same row.
The vertical link rules along the North edge prevent a zigzagging
pattern from looping around the network, as well as loops that
would form in the same column. We choose a staggered pattern
for the horizontal links in order maintain the performance provided
by the torus topology.
Each of these new rules (vertical link and horizontal link) needs

to be checked, as shown in the first part of Figure 2. Horizontal
link rules can be checked first, and all in parallel. If there is a
broken link in the same row as a horizontal link rule then it is not
necessary to have the rule since the broken link provides the same
benefits. We can accomplish this check with a horizontal broadcast,
where knowledge of broken links propagates horizontally and lifts
any horizontal link rules. Since this broadcast starts at the ends of
each broken link it is guaranteed to reach every router in the row.
Vertical link rules can be checked similarly to the corner rules.

One side of the link maintains the rule - we route the other side of
the link and check if this side ever has a valid entry. If it does not
then the link is needed for consistency and the rule is discarded.
The horizontal and vertical rules only need to be checked once,

regardless of whether the corner rules are changed or not. They are
put in place to create a network that can be successfully routed by
manipulating the corner rules.

5.2 Corner Rule Consistency
The 2D-torus topology adds the possibility of corner evaluation

being inconsistent. Each corner has two turns, so the corner could
be evaluated by routing one turn or the other. Meshes are always
consistent, i.e., routing either turn yields the same result (routable
or unroutable). Tori can be inconsistent in some cases since paths



Summary 

46 3.8 Network layer summary 

 

Research emphasis on fault-tolerant, deadlock-free wormhole routing. 
 
Often, regular fault-free topology assumed; predominantly mesh. 
 
Distributed routing provides cost-efficient solutions. 
 
Global approaches are more flexible but require routing tables. 
 
Network / routing reconfiguration is effective against permanent faults only. 
 
Little research on broadcast / multicast routing (e.g. for cache coherency). 
 
Often, coarse-grained fault models and diagnosis not described. 
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4.1  Fault models and fault diagnosis 
 
4.2  Information redundancy 
 
4.3  Time redundancy 
 
4.4  Hybrid techniques 
 
4.5  Spatial redundancy 
 
 



End-To-End Faults 
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Packet corruption 
 

A packet arrives at the correct destination node, but the payload differs from the 
data originally sent. 
 

Detection: Error-detecting codes (EDC) 
 
Packet misrouting 
 

A packet arrives at a node different from the one it was originally destined to. 
Reason: corruption of address information in the packet header. 
 

Detection: Error-detecting codes, mismatch in message ID 
 
Packet loss 
 

A packet does not arrive at all; instead, it is dropped, stuck or excessively delayed. 
 

Detection: Gap in the sequence of packet IDs belonging to a message 
 
System-level fault models for NoC and relation to low-level faults: 
[AISOPOS, K., CHEN, C.-H., PEH, L.-S. 2011. Enabling System-Level Modeling of Variation-
Induced Faults in Networks-on-Chips. Design Automation Conference (DAC), 6pp.] 



Fault Diagnosis (Localization) 
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Probabilistic method 
 

NIs send information 
on positions of bit 
errors to a host CPU. 
 

CPU increments error 
counter for all links 
traversed by the 
packet. 
 

Maximum indicates 
most likely fault. 
 

[SHAMSHIRI, S., 
GHOFRANI, A., AND 
CHENG, K.-T. 2011. 
End-to-end error 
correction and online 
diagnosis for on-chip 
networks. International 
Test Conference. 6pp.] 
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Error Detecting / Correcting Codes 
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�  Information reduncancy 
�  Additional wires or flits 
�  or reduced payload 

ECC / EDC 

Convolutional 
Code Block 

Code 

NSC RSC 

Viterbi 
Decoding 

Turbo 
Decoding 

Polynomial(s) 
linear 

cyclic 

Reed Solomon BCH 

Hamming 
Variants 

Algebraic 
Decoding 

Algebraic 
Decoding 

Code Matrix 

Generator 
Polynomial CRC 

Parity 

reasonable 
in NoCs 



Error Detection 
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Parity bit 
Detects all numbers of bit errors. 
 
Multi-dimensional parity scheme 
Enables detection of double errors. 
 
CRC code 
Detects all odd numbers of bit errors. 
Detects all error bursts up to the length 
of the code polynomial. 
Further capabilities depend on the 
choice of the coding polynomial. 

x1  x2   x3   x4   x5   x6   x7    x8 
p 

px 

py 

P 
X X P 

P 
P 
P 
P 

P X P P X P 

CRC-16: x16 + x15 + x2+ 1 



Sender adds redundant information (ECC) to enable error correction in the receiver 
with forward communication only. 
 

Forward Error Correction (FEC) 

54 4.2  Information redundancy  

Comparison of transport layer vs. link layer error protection 
 

End-to-end FEC is found more power-efficient than link-level FEC. 
Trade-off with latency has to be considered, depending on error rate. 
 

[JANTSCH, A., LAUTER, R., AND VITKOWSKI, A. 2005. Power analysis of link level and end-
to-end data protection in networks on chip. IEEE Int’l Symp. on Circuits and Systems (ISCAS). 
1770–1773, vol. 2.] 
 
Comparison of Hamming, BCH and RS codes in NoC context 
 

[LEHTONEN, T., LILJEBERG, P., AND PLOSILA, J. 2007. Analysis of forward error correction 
methods for nanoscale networks-onchip. 2nd Int’l Conf. on Nano-Networks. 5pp.] 



Forward Error Correction (FEC) 
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Comparison of SECDED code with ECC (parity, CRC) and retransmission 
 

  Power          Latency 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

[MURALI, S., THEOCHARIDES, T., VIJAYKRISHNAN, N., IRWIN, M., BENINI, L., AND 
DEMICHELI, G. 2005. Analysis of error recovery schemes for networks on chips. IEEE Design 
& Test of Computers 22, 5, 434–442.] 

! The buffering required for retransmission in the ssf
and ssp schemes for this setup is larger than in the
ee and ec+ed schemes.

! Because of the uniform traffic pattern, traffic through
each switch is greater (since the average number of
hops is higher), thus increasing ssf and ssp retrans-
mission overhead.

We examine these points in detail in the following sub-
section.

Buffering requirements, traffic patterns, and
packet size

A major power overhead for the schemes is the
amount of packet and switch buffering required for
retransmission. To see the impact of buffering require-
ments, we performed experiments on the mesh network,
varying the number of packet buffers and link lengths
(and hence the number of retransmission buffers for the
ssf scheme). Tables 2 and 3 show the results. For small
link lengths and large packet-buffering requirements of
the ee scheme, the ssf scheme is more power efficient
than the ee scheme. On the other hand, when the link
lengths are large, the ee scheme is more power efficient.
But when link lengths are short and packet-buffering
needs are small, it is difficult to generalize about the
schemes’ efficiency. However, if the parameters (link
length, packet-buffering needs, and so forth) are
obtained from user input and simulations, we can feed
them into the power consumption equations described

earlier to compare the schemes.
Another important parameter that affects the choice

of scheme is the application traffic characteristics. To
observe the impact of various traffic scenarios, we per-
formed experiments varying the average hop delay for
data transfer. Figure 5 shows the power overhead of the
ee and ssf schemes (assuming Npb = 2 and NL = 2) for the
different scenarios. In the figure, an average hop count
of 2 corresponds to a neighbor traffic pattern, and other
hop delay numbers can be interpreted as representing
other traffic patterns. As the average hop count for data
transfer increases, the ssf power overhead increases
rapidly because more traffic passes through each switch,
thereby consuming more power in the switch retrans-
mission buffers. Thus, for traffic flows traversing a larger
number of hops or for large networks, switch-to-switch
retransmission schemes incur a large power penalty.

Figure 6 compares power consumption of packet-
based (ssp) and flit-based (ssf) schemes with a varying
number of flits per packet. In this experiment, we assume
that the packet size (256 bits) remains constant, and we
vary the number of flits per packet. As the number of flits
per packet increases, the packet-based scheme’s buffer-
ing needs increase, so its power consumption increases
rapidly. The flit-based scheme also incurs greater power
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Figure 4. Power consumption of error recovery
schemes (0.1 flits per cycle): pure end-to-end
(ee), switch-to-switch packet level (ssp), switch-
to-switch flit level (ssf), and hybrid (ec+ed).

Table 2. Effect of packet-buffering requirements (Npb) on

pure end-to-end error detection scheme (NL = 2).

Npb Power consumption (mW)

1 75.5

2 84

3 93

4 102

5 111

6 120

Table 3. Effect of link length (NL) on pure end-to-end (ee)

and switch-to-switch flit-level (ssf) schemes. In the ee

scheme, Npb = 2.

Power consumption (mW)
NL (cycles) ee ssf

1 65.12 59.24

2 84 97

3 102.8 134.76

4 121.76 172.52

5 141.22 216.52

packet buffers at the NIs for retransmission, and power
overhead resulting from increased power consump-
tion from increased network traffic. For the ee scheme
to work, we need sequence identifiers for packets and
mechanisms to detect reception of duplicate packets.
We consider the power consumption of look-up tables
and the control circuitry associated with these mech-
anisms as part of the packet buffer power consump-
tion (they typically increase packet buffer power
overhead by 10%). Traffic increases in the ee scheme
for two reasons:

! When the ack or nack signals are unable to be piggy-
backed to the source (for example, writes to memory
locations normally don’t require a response to the
source), they must be sent as separate packets. In this
case, an optimization is performable because an ack
or nack packet need be only one flit long. Even with
the optimization, we found that this overhead increas-
es the total power consumption by 10% to 15%.

! At higher error rates, packet retransmission increas-
es network traffic. Even at flit-error rates of 1%, how-
ever, we found that this increase has far less impact
than the preceding case.

Ppacketsizeinc affects the schemes in almost the same
manner (that is, the ssf scheme requires code bits on
each flit, whereas the ee scheme requires additional
information for packet identification, header flit pro-
tection, and packet code words). Therefore, this para-
meter has a lesser effect on the choice of scheme.

The power overhead of the ssf scheme is

The power consumption of the switch retransmission
buffers is the major component of this overhead, and it
depends linearly on the link lengths. We can easily
derive the power overhead of the ssp and ec+ed
schemes from the overhead equations for the ssf and ee
schemes, respectively.

Figure 4 presents the network power consumption
for the various error recovery schemes in the 16-core
mesh network. We assumed the link length to be two
cycles. We performed simulations with a uniform traf-
fic pattern, with each core injecting 0.1 flits per cycle.

For the ee and ec+ed schemes, we obtained the num-
ber of packet retransmission buffers required to support
the application performance level (two packet buffers
per NI) from simulations. This experiment shows that
the power consumption of switch-based (ssf and ssp)
error detection schemes is higher than that of end-to-
end (ee and ec+ed) retransmission schemes. We
attribute this to two factors:
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Figure 3. Packet latencies of error detection and correction
schemes: pure end-to-end (ee), switch-to-switch packet level
(ssp), switch-to-switch flit level (ssf), and hybrid (ec+ed).

Table 1. Component power consumption.

Dynamic Static 
Component power (mW) power (mW)

Switch (5 ! 5)

Buffers 13.10 1.69

Crossbar 4.57 NA

Control 1.87 0.02

Total (Psw) 19.54 1.71

Cyclic redundancy check 

(CRC) encoder (Pcrce) 0.12 NA

CRC decoder (Pcrcd) 0.15 NA

Single-error-correcting 

(SEC) encoder (Psece) 0.15 NA

SEC decoder (Psecd) 0.22 NA

Switch retransmission 

flit buffer—1 flit (Psrfb) 0.52 0.07

Packet buffer—

1 packet (Ppb) 2.29 0.31



Receiver requests retransmission of corrupted packets via a backward path. 
 

Automated Repeat reQuest (ARQ) 

56 4.3  Temporal redundancy  

Sender 
 

•  EDC encoder 
•  Packet buffering for future 

retransmission 
•  Receiving ACK => free buffer 
•  Receiving NACK => retransmit 
•  Timeout waiting on ACK/NACK 

(packet lost) => retransmit 
 

Core Core

Sender NI

Encoder

噯
Switch A

Packet buffer

Switch B
Receiver NI

Decoder

Credit signal

Receiver 
 

•  EDC decoder 
•  Packet OK => send ACK 
•  Packet corrupt => send NACK 
•  Packet reordering buffer vs. 

Go-Back-N policy 
•  Timeout waiting on missing packets 

(packet lost) => send NACK 
 



ARQ Protocol With Go-Back-N Flow Control 

57 4.3  Temporal redundancy  

Receiver: All packets with ID > 
corrupt-packet-ID are dropped. 
 
Sender: The NACK’ed packet 
and all packets with a higher ID 
are resent. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
[ALI, M., WELZL, M., HESSLER, S., 
AND HELLEBRAND, S. 2007. An 
efficient fault tolerant mechanism to 
deal with permanent and transient 
failures in a network on chip. Int. J. 
High Performance Systems 
Architecture, Vol. 1, No. 2, 113–123.] 
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Hybrid ARQ/FEC (HARQ) schemes employ FEC protection against a limited 
number of transient or permanent errors. Only if correction capacity is exceeded, 
ARQ retransmission is employed. 
 

•  Low latency in the more frequent case (few errors). 
•  Excessive coding overhead for rare cases avoided at cost of higher latency. 
•  Requires capability to detect errors beyond the correction limit. 
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Comparative study of ARQ, FEC, HARQ 
•  Evaluation of performance, fault tolerance and energy efficiency trade-offs. 
 

[EJLALI, A., AL-HASHIMI, B. M., ROSINGER, P., AND MIREMADI, S. G. 2007. Joint 
consideration of fault-tolerance, energy efficiency and performance in on-chip networks. 
Design, Automation and Test in Europe (DATE). 1647–1652.] 
 
Adaptive HARQ scheme 
•  Depending on network state, selects between detection (ARQ), correction (FEC) 

and mixed mode (HARQ). 
 

[ROSSI, D., ANGELINI, P., AND METRA, C. 2007. Configurable error control scheme for NoC 
signal integrity. International On-Line Testing Symposium (IOLTS). 43 – 48.] 
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Source routing can be employed to exploit path diversity for routing around 
permanent faults. 
Processing capability of the attached PE can be used to perform more sophisticated 
diagnosis and adaptive routing algorithms. 
 

[KIM, Y. B. AND KIM, Y.-B. 2007. Fault tolerant source routing for network-on-chip. 22nd IEEE 
Int’l Symp. Defect and Fault-Tolerance in VLSI Systems (DFT). 12–20.] 
 
Multiple network interfaces for a single PE help ensure that no single NI or switch 
failure can disconnect a PE. 
 

[RANTALA, V., LEHTONEN, T., LILJEBERG, P., AND PLOSILA, J. 2009. Multi network 
interface architectures for fault tolerant network-on-chip. Int’l Symp. on Signals, Circuits and 
Systems (ISCAS). 4pp.] 
 
Internal redundancy and reconfiguration contain faults inside an NI. 
 

[FIORIN, L., MICCONI, L., AND SAMI, M. 2011. Design of fault tolerant network interfaces for 
NoCs. In Proceedings of the 14th Conf. on Digital System Design (DSD). 393–400.] 
 



Summary 
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Retransmission without path diversity helps against transient faults only. 
 
Lightweight FEC (SECDED) can handle all fault classes well 
if error bursts are a rare event. 
 
Hybrid scheme: if errors exceed FEC capacity, retransmit. 
 
Path diversity can be achieved with source routing or on network layer. 
 
Room for more research, especially on interaction between techniques. 
What is the best combination of FEC, retransmission and path diversity? 
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Conclusion 

62 5  Conclusion 

Large body of fault tolerance and interconnection network research. 
 
Specifics of NoC: on-chip implementation, no replacement of faulty parts. 
 
No fault-tolerant NoC system solution yet. 
 
Need clever combination of techniques on multiple layers. 
 
Need solutions that integrate reconfiguration with diagnosis. 
 
Need accurate, quantitative, and fine-grained fault model. 
 
Methodology: NoC optimization in FT context – objective functions and constraints. 
 
Standard evaluation (benchmarks, fault patterns) for comparability. 
 
Going beyond meshes? For sure, going beyond 8x8! 

FT NoC design to be holistic, goal-directed, linked to physical failure causes. 
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